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ABSTRACT

The self-instructional course in patient education
has been prepared for the practicing dentist; however, dental hygiene
and dental assisting students also may find the information useful.
Section 1 explores steps within the educational process and
relationships to learning factors, individual need's, motivation, goal
orientation, psychological characteristics, educational principles,
and self-evaluation techniques. Section 2 deals with factors relating
to the patient's capacity to learn such as: individual differences
and backgrounds, attitudes towards learning, and emotional
atmosphere. (EA)
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Preface
There is a tremendous gap in our country '.,day between
the amount of dental care people need and the amount they
receive. One reason for this situation is the low value which
many people place cm oral health.
The dental office is one of the logical places to educate
people about the importance of dental health. !Education
may be defined generally as a combination of the process of
teaching and the process of learning. These two processes
are so interrelated that they are referred to as the educational
process.

One school of thought contends that the educational
process should be subject centered and teacher controlled.
An entirely different philosophy maintains that the educational process should he student centered and student controlled. The proponents of this latter method feel that the
students should be free to select what they want or need to
learn and the teacher should remain in the background as a
resource person. Ilere the emphasis is on student selection
of material and learning activities with a minimum of
teacher participation.
We intend to talk mainly about concepts which are valid
no ma',ter what your personal educational philosophy may
he. In some instances we have included ideas which may be
open to controversy simply because we are attempting to
steer a middle course between the two philosophies.
Because we are unable to talk with you personally, we
must make some assumptions about you. One of our assumptions is that you believe you need to know more than
you do at present about education. Another assumption is
that your interest is strong enough to induce you to take
this course.
iii

We hope that our assumptions are correct and that this
course, which is briefly outlined below, will be of value to
you.
Objectives of the Course

To give the reader information regarding some basic
present-day principles of education.

To help the reader achieve an understanding of these
principles.

To supply fundamental knowledge which dentists and
dental personnel may apply in teaching patients.
General Scope of the Course

In this course. sie will discuss some general principles of
education and the significance of each in the person to person

educational situation in private dental practice. We will
explain the educational process generally and then go
through the process step by step. Finally, we will talk about
a varlets of factors which influence the educational process.

Our discussion will include concepts relating to both
parties involved in the educational process- -the learner
and the educator.
For rhom the Course is In .ended
Although this course has been prepared specifically for the

practicing dentist, it is beloved that dental, dental hygiene
and dental assisting students will find the information
useful as they begin to participate in the education of pa-

dents. Further, it is hoped that the information will be
useful to dental auxiliaries in pris ate practice.
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Before You Begin
in this book you do not read the pages consecutively.
Instead. You follow the directions given at the end of the
'page you are reading.

You will find this course different from other self-study
materials because it presents information in small steps and

then cheeks to see if you have. understood what is being
discussed. If Ion have not grasped the point. ou are given
added instruction.

'This accounts for the scrambled path you will take
through this material. (It is extremely unlikely that you
will need to read each page.)

This book makes use of a self-instructional technique
which. within the limitations of the printed page. eustom
tailors the instruction to fit you- needs. If .ou respond
correctly to the questions. Ion will go ahead rapidly. If your
responses indicate a need for moe.e explanation of some
.oneept. we will trl to clear up the difficulty before you go
urt her.

From time to tint... on will be givun an option of leaping
ahead or of receiving a fuller explanation. At these points.
e realistic. If You go ahead when ycti don't eompletel
tnderstand what is being discussed. you alone are the loser..
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Section I
How and why we learn has long been a major subject of
interest to philosophers, psychologists, and educators.

Though the experts often quibble over details, they do
tend to agree on several basic ideas about learning. These
ideas in turn serve as a framework for a variety of educational philosophies.
First, it is generally agreed that learning takes place
constantly and always involves some kind of change in the
learner's behavior. This concept is based on the premise
that life itself is a process of change. Since our environment
is constantly changing, we cannot help but change with it.

For example, as the temperature changes, we vary the
amount or kind of clothing we wear. We have learned to do

this; our learning involved some kind of change within
ourselves.

Now, what are we equating with learning?
(Whenever a multiple - choice question appears, please
select an answer and then turn to the page indicated after
our answer choice.)

Learning equals change in the temperature

Page 1

Learning equals change in our environment

Page 6

Learning equals change in the learner's
behavior

Page 8
3

YOUR ANSWER: Learning equals change in the
temperature.
Sorry. We're not equating temperature changes with
learning!

We were using variations in temperature merely as an
illustration of how a particular environmental change affects
our learning. We learn as we adapt to any environmental
changes. We know we have learned because we have changed
in sonic way. The changes we are emphasizing, however,
are the ones within ourselves.

If this is so, then what are we equating with learning?
lit-turn to page 3 and choose the correct answer.

YOUR ANSWER: Learning consists of acquiring
new habits and skills.
Sorry, but this is not the best summary. The statement is
correct in what it says, but it just doesn't go far enouh.
You'll recall, we hope, that we mentioned other areas in

which change. or learning, can take place. The area of
knowledge is a major one, of course. MI the information,
ideas, facts. and theories that you acquire change your fund
of knowledge in some way. Your attitudes, or feelings about
people, places, and things may also change; you discard old
attitudes and acquire new cnes, learning as you do so.

So you see, learning involves more than is inc hided in
the answer which you chose. Return to page 9 and find the
more complete summary.

YOUR ANSWER: Learning equals change in our
environment.
\o. That's not what we are equating with learning.
Our environment, made up of people, things, situations
about us. does change continually. As we adapt ourselves to
these changes, we change. When we vary our behavior in

some way, such as dressing warmly for cold weather, we
say we have learned. Naturally our learning is dependent on
environmental changes, but we're equating learning with a
different kind of change.

You no doubt know the correct answer now. Return to
page 3 and find it.

()

YOUR ANSWER: Learning depends upon consistent practice of carefully changed behavior
patterns.
No, this statement does not summarize what we said
about learning. Let's see why not
Practice of a certain kind of behavior. such as a newly
acquired skill. is merely a repetition of the same behavior.
I t doesn't involve new learning if the pattern is already set
and no changes take place.

Remember, learning has already occurred when a behavior pattern has been established. Therefore, learning
cannot depend upon the practice of this pattern.
Return to page 9 and choose the correct answer.

ti

YOUR ANSWER: Learning equals change in the
learner's behavior.
You're right. When learning takes place, change is apparent in the learner'. behavior.. Therefore, we can equate
learning with this change.

Because most human behavior is learned, changes may
appear in various forms. Acquiring items of information,
forming new attitudes, developing specific habits or skills
all constitute changes in behavior, changes we call learning.
here's the way this works:
Knowledge -a learner memorizes the reasons for tooth.
brushing and can repeat them correctly.
Attitudehe begins to feel that toothbrushing is an important habit to cultivate and practice.
Ilabit he regularly brushes his teeth after eating.

Skillhe uses the proper brush strokes and wrist movements when brushing his teeth.
Please go on to the next page.

8
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Notice that each area ineludts some sort of behavior change.
Can %on summarize what we have been saving here about

learning? Tr% it In choosing the best summary statement
below.

Learning consists 4 acquiring new habits
and shills
Page 5
Learning depends upon consistent pi vet iee
carefally changed behavior pat terns Pge 7
1.nrning includes a wide variety of changes
in behavior
Page 10

9

YOUR ANSWER: Learning includes a wide variety
of changes in behavior.
Correct. 'These changes may include the use of increased
knowledge. the improvement of skills, and the development
of attitudes or habits.

Learning may also involve the modification of old behavior. Perhaps our learner who began to brush his teeth
regularly after eating wasn't actually developing a new
habit. Ile might have already been a daily toothbrusher
first thing in the morning and the fast thing at night. When
he changed to brushing regularly after eating, he modified
an old habit, but he was still learning.
Read .!he following paragraph carefully:
,.,kes no difference whether a person is acquirI
ing new ideas, attitudes, habits, and skills or merely
modifying old ones. In either ease, some change is
taking place. Therefore the person is learning.
Choose the reaction below which is closest to our own:

The paragraph makes an incorrect asserPage 12
tion about learning

The paragraph makes correct assumptions
The paragraph is confusing

10

Page II
Page 16

YOUR ANSWER: Learning based on physical and

mental maturity.
Not at all. This program presupposes the physical and
mental maturity of the reader. Therefore the learning material being presented is not based on maturation.
Maturation can have a real effect on learning. For example. the age at which a child learns to walk, to read, or
to write is very definitely dependent upon maturation. The
same is true of many skills learned during a lifetime or of
the ability to do abstract thinking.
We are necessarily concerned in this program with another
pe of learning. though. Which of the three types of learning would it hare to be?
Return to pot,

I I and choose the correct (aswer.

li

YOUR ANSWER: The paragraph makes an incorrect assertion about learning.
Sorry. The paragraph contains no incorrect ideas. Mere it is
again for you to review:
It makes no difference whether a person is acquiring
new ideas, attitudes, habits, and skills or merely
modifying old ones. In either case, some change is
taking place. Therefore the person is learning.

You'll remember, we hope, that we said learning may
involve modification of old behavior as well as acquisition
of new behavior. Since some kind of change takes place in
both instances, we can assert that learning is also occurring.

Return to page 10 and reread the information to see if
you have a different 'reaction now.

12

YOUR A NSWER : Learning based on observation
and experience.
No. The program does not involve this type of learning.
Observation, experience, reactions to people, and situations about us all help to change our ideas or our behavior.
This kind of learning is something we do ourselves, either
consciously or unconsciously.

For example, most teenagers are anxious to be accepted
socially by others of their own age group. This they tend
to adapt their ideas and behavior to conform with that of
the group to which they want to belong. Since this represents change in behavior, we say that teat; ing has taken
place.

We are concerned in this program, however, with another
type of learning. Return to page 14 and Oioos.! the correct
answer.

13

YOUR ANSWER: The paragraph makes correct.
assumptions.
Yes. The paragraph is actuall restating sonic of the basic
things we've said about learning. When learning takes place,
there will be a change in behavior.
There are several ways this learning might occur:
I. We learn because of physical growth or maturation. A baby learns to walk when he becomes
physically mature and coordinated enough to do
so.

2. We learn by observing what others about us are
doing or from personal experience.
A child may learn to fear storms by watching his

mother's tense reaction to them. Or he may
learn this same fear from seeing a tree struck by
lightning during a storm.
3. We learn by the conscious direction of a teacher,
a more formal type of learning.

This program is aimed at helping you to learn the basic
principles of education. Which of the three kinds of learning we have just discussed is invoked in this course?
Learning based on physical and mental
maturity

Page 11

Learning based on observation and experience

Page 13

Learning based on teacher guidance and
direct ion

It

Page I

n

YOUR ANSWER: To gain a thorough knowledge
of educational principles.
No. This is important, of course, but it should not be a
dentist's primary goal in teaching.
Let's review our definitions of learning and teaching:
Learning involves some kind of change in a learner's
behavior--knowledge, attitudes, habits, and skills.
Teaching involves guiding; a learner through this
process of learning.
Knowledge of educational principles will certainly help a

dentist in his teaching if he puts this knowledge to work.
However, we hope you can see from reviewing the definitions

that any teaching should have another goal.
Return to page 17 and find that goal.

15

YOUR ANSWER: The paragraph is confusing.
All right. Let's see if we can clear up the confusion for
you. Here's the paragraph again:
It makes no difference whether a person is acquiring new ideas, attitudes, habits, and skills or merely
modifying old ones. In either case, some change is
taking place. Therefore the person is learning.

A person who modifies previous behavior in some way,
such as improving an attitude or developing a more complex skill, is learning just as surely as the person who ac-

quires a brand new attitude or skill. Since some kind of
change takes place in both instances, we say that learning
is also occurring.

Please return to page I° and reread the information to
see if you have

1.--

changed

your reaction!

YOUR ANSWER: Learning based on teacher guidance and direction.
Yes. We are directing your learning about educational
principles in a formal teaching situation. Although sonic of
these principles apply to all kinds of learning, we are primarily concerned in this course with the conscious formal
process of education.
Teaching involves guiding a learner through the learning
process. The role of a teacher is important, for he or she
must know how to direct learning so as to help people make

desirable changes in their behavior. here's where some

knowledge of educational principles comes in handy!
The dentist has many excellent opportunities for teaching.

The patient is far more likely to learn if the dentist consciously sets out to teach hint. For exatnple, if the patient
thinks that periodic prophylaxis will eventually cause
abrasion of the teeth, he might be helped to learn the value

of this treatment more readily by the dentist's careful
explanation and demonstration than by merely watching
the treatment procedure.
With our definitions of teaching and learning in mind,
w hat should be the dentist's primary goal in his teaching?
To gain a thorough knowledge of educe.
Page 15
t ional principles
To promote beneficial changes in his paPage 18
tient's behavior
To be able to explain and demonstrate
various treatment procedures tterlirately. . Page 21)

17

YOUR ANSWER: To promote beneficial changes in

his patient's behavior.
Right. This is a primary goal for any kind of teaching. A
thorough knowledge of educational principles and the
ability to explain and demonstrate procedures should help
the dentist achieve this goal.
You'll notice that we've talked about beneficialchanges.
No matter how carefully a teacher may set up a learning
situation, unplanned changes inevitably occur. These
changes may be desirable or undesirable; they may accompany the planned change, or they may occur instead of
it.
Here's an illustration. A dentist teaches a young patient
the proper technique of toothbruthing, intending that the
child learn to practice this technique regularly. The child
may or may not learn what the dentist teaches. Two unplanned changes which might occur are as follows:

I. The child might influence his entire family to
adopt better oral hygiene procedures, an unplanned but quite desirable change accompanying the dentist's teaching.

2. The child might brush so enthusiastically that
he traumatizes the gingiva, an unplanned and
undesirable change occurring in addition to what
the dentist was teaching.

Which word below best describes the unplanned changes

ihich might result from teaching?
Inevitable
l'ndesirable
Beneficial
18

Page 21
Page 21
Page 26

YOUR ANSWER: The patient is probably trying
to satisfy a psychological need.
This would not seem likely. Let's look at the two categories of needs once more:

1. Physiological needshunger, thirst, fear, avoidance of pain and danger, self-preservation.

2. Psychological needsdesire for security, approval, self-respect, new experiences, success.

The psychological needs are very important in determining human behavior. Whereas physiological needs, such as

pain from a neglected tooth, can he satisfied completely
perhaps by one visit to the dentistour needs for security
or approval are not so easily taken care of. Because of this,
attempting to satisfy the stronger psychological needs often
produces more effective learning.
Noir please proceed to page 25.

YOUR ANSWER : To be able to explain and demon-

strate various treatment procedures accurately.
No, this should not be a dentist's Omar) goal in teaching.

Lees review our definitions of learning and teaching:
Learning involves some kind of change in a learner's

behaviorknowledge, attitudes, habits, and skills.
Teaching involves guiding a learner through this
process of learning.

Accurate explanation and demonstration of treatment
procedures will be an important part of any dentist's teaching, of course. But concentration on this phase is likely to
detract from a more important goal.
Return to page 17 and select the correct answer.

20

YOUR ANSWER: Inevitable" best describes the
unplanned changes which might result from teaching.
Yes. Unplanned changes, whether beneficial or undesir-

able, are inevitable in teaching situations. Remembering
this helps prevent possible discouragement when such
unplanned changes occur.
From here on we'll talk more specifically about the dentist-

educator and his patient-learner. Since our purpose is to
give fundamental information which the practitioner may
use in teaching his patients, in this part of the course we'll
discuss the actual steps of the formal educational process.
Of course were aiming at the ideal., therefore, we'll present
the steps which are necessary if the educational process is

to be as productive as possible, i.e., the steps needed to

cause the patient to change his behavioror learn.

In

addition, well discuss how the dentist can apply these basic
principles we've included in order to teach more effectively
and efficiently.
Pleame MO ahead to page 22.
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Before we continue, we'd like to introduce a few indi%iduals to ou. N1r. and Mrs. Grinston, their sons Gary
(16) and Greg (5), and their daughter Grind, (10), are a
middle-class, American family with the average number of
dental problems. The make more or less regular visits to
their dentist, Dr. Frank, but they don't really have much
interest in oral health. The Grinstons and Dr. Frank will
provide specific illustrations for our course.

M R. G

GARY

MRS. G

GREG

GRINDL.

DR. FRANK

In this course most of our examples of dental health
education will deal with toothhrushing. The practitioner
will also he able to apply they principles of education in
other instances, of course.
Pleaxe go on to the next page.

The first step in the education process is the recognition
of needs. Needs can be described as driving forces that
prompt us to aet. Ilere are a few e.,amples divided into two
main categories:
I. Physiological needs, such a hunger, thirst, sleep,

fear, avoidance of pain and danger. These are
basic needs that aid in self-preservation.
2. Psychological needs, such as desire for security,
approval, success, recognition, new experiences.
These needs are often stronger than the physiological needs and can seldom be satisfied corn-

pletel .

We learn as we act to satisfy these various needs. One
theory is that learning actually takes place in that period
of time between the recognition of a need and the satisfaction of that need.
Thus. the patient who hurries to a dentist's office with an
aching tooth is acting to satisfy a need. Which kind of need

is the patient probably tring to satisfy?
Psychological

Page 19
Page 25
23

YOUR ANSWER: "Undesirable" best describes the
unplanned changes which might result from teaching.
No. This is not an accurate answer, for an unplanned
change may sometimes be desirable. Remember our illustra-

tion about the child who influenced his family to adopt
better oral hygiene procedures? This might be unlikely and
probably unplanned by the dentist, but it certainly would
be a most desirable change.

There is a better word to describe these unplanned
changes. Return to page 18 and find it.

24

YOUR ANSWER: The patient is probably trying to
satisfy a physiological need.
Yes. Pain is a more bask need; as such it is easier to
recognize and to satisfy than the psychological needs.
The patient in pain is quite aware of his specific need for
relief. Rut he may be completely oblivious to other needs
for dental treaiment or dental health education. Not all of
our needs are conscious ones, by any means.
Perhaps, for example, the patient thinks he takes adequate
care of his teeth because he brushes faithfully once a day
before breakfast. Thus he is unaware of his need for education on frequency, timing, and proper technique. Although
he may have several needs operating at the same time, one
need will always dominate. In this case, the need for relief
from pain must be satisfied before he will be able to recognize his other, less compelling needs.
Now where in the process of acting to satisfy this one
need do vou think the patient will learn?
Between the time the pain begins and the
Page 27
time it is relieved
Before the patient visits the dental office Page 29
Page 31
After the pain is relieved.
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YOUR ANSWER: "Beneficial" best describes the
unplanned changes which might result from teaching.
No. In fact, unplanned changes are probably more often
undesirable than beneficial. Remember our illustration
about the child who brushed his teeth so enthusiastically
that he traumatized the gingiYa? This might be unlikely in
most eases and certainly unplanned by the dentist; it
definitely would be most undesirable.
There is a more aceurate word to describe these unplanned
changes. Return to page 18 and find it.

YOL'R ANSWER: Between the time the pain begins

and the tune it is relieved.
This ciTesponds to the theor that learning takes place
M that period of time between the arousal of need and its
satisfaction.

Since the patient is likely to be unconscious of his other
needs. the dentist assumes the responsibility of first recognizing these needs and then helping the patient become
aware of them. As the dentist diagnoses the patieues oral
health needs, he can simultaneously diagnose the patient's
educational needs. Some needs %sill be readily apparent by

obsen ing the condition of his mouth: others will become

evident bs asking such questions as: Do ou brush after
breakfast? After lunch? After snacks? Ilow do you brush?
or When did %oil last visit a dentist?

Meuse go ahead to flit' next page.

Writing down observations on each patient's dental edu-

cation needs (just as the noting of treatment needs) will
provide a good starting poitit for the dentist's teaching. An
arbitrary beginning, though convenient, ignores the fact
that learning for each person starts at the point of his own
needs.

Now, what is the dentist's first task as an educator?
To diagnose

the patient's treatment

need4

Page 30

To help the patient recognize his existing
educational needs
Page 32

To recognize the patient's educational
needs

28

Page 34

YOUR ANSWER: Before the patient visits the
dental office.
Wait a minute! If the patient hasn't even begun to act
on his need, are you sure he can satisfy it and thereby
learn? We mentioned the theory earlier that learning takes
place within the period of time between the recognition of
a need and the satisfaction of that need.
We have also mentioned that learning is both continual

and multiple. Thus it is not always possible to point out
one time period when a specific learning experience occurs.
It is desirable, though, that a need be felt or recognized so

that learning may be facilitated. If there is no need, no
learning is stimulated.
Now return to page 25 and choose another answer.

29
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YOUR ANSWER: The dentist's first task as an
educator is to diagnose the patient's treatment
needs.

No, the phrase "as an educator" is the ke to this question.

Naturally the dentist's first task as a practitioner would
he to look for the patient's existing treatment needs. If he
is alert during this examination, he will also be able to
observe areas of real need for dental health education.
For example. a patient with abrasions on the cuspids
and bicuspids may well he using a horizontal toothbrush
motion. Ilere may he an unconscious area of need, one
hid' the dentist-educator can bring to the patient-learner's
attention.
You should have no trouble selecting the correct answer
nos. Return to page 28 and try again.

30

YOUR ANSWER: After the pain is relieved.
Probably not for this particular need. We mentioned the
theory earlier that learning actually takes place within the
period of time between the feeling or recognition of need
and the satisfaction of that need.
Even though the patient is in no frame of mind to learn
suidething Iik. how the X-ray machine operates or why it
is important to maintain a regular diet, nevertheless he is
learning something before the pain is relieved. Perhaps he
learns that the dentist is sympathetic or that he should
have visited the dental office sooner.
After the patient's pain is relieved (his need has been
satisfied). he continues learning as he acts to satisfy new
needs.

Return to page 25 and choose another answer.

31

YOUR ANSWER: The dentist's first task as an
educator is to help the patient recognize his existing educational needs.
You're a jump ahead of us. U e said that the dentist first
notes the patient's educational needs as he diagnoses the
treatment needs. Only then is he ready to help the patient
see these needs.

Let's think of an example. Mr. Grinston has arrived in
Dr. Frank's office to have the dentist examine an aching
tooth. During his observation of Grinston's mouth, Dr.
Frank notices slight abrasions on the cuspids and bicuspids.

Immediately Dr. Frank suspects that Grinston could be
using a horizontal toothbrush motion. As an educator, Dr.
Frank may have accomplished his first task- -that of recognizing a specific need for education in the proper technique
of brushing.
Now return to page 28 and select the correct answer.

32

YOUR ANSWER: Dr. X talks with his patients
about oral hygiene, answering their questions and
pointing out their educational needs in.relation to
their treatment needs.
combines the approaches of telling and guiding. using treatment needs as a basis for disetission of eduYes. Dr.

cational needs. Dr. l tries to edurate every patient in the
same was. while Dr. Z leases to ehanee the individual diseovers of needs.
has been
It
proven repeat
eill%

that

we

tend to learn
what we believe
e need to know.
'Thus it follous
that we are
much more likek
to
learn
if
ue recognize our
needs. For example. if Dr. Frank tells %fr. Grinston
o%
that he needs periodic. prophlactie treatments. Grinston
might not agree.

Dr. Frank might use his mirror to show his patient the
deposits on his teeth and could explain how ordinary brushing will not remo% e these deposits.
11 hat is most likely to cause Grinston to %sant to learn
about periodic prophlaxis?
Hearin g Dr. Frank say.

)

steed periodic

Page .73
prophylar ie reat tnen t s."
Page .77
Leaking at his (nett teeth in a mirror
Realizing his need In 1(11(111' 14(1111011111g
(411(1141

profile yhtxis

Page 39

Listening to Dr. trunk's monologue (thou I
prop!. ylar t ir I rec. t men t

Page II
33

l'Ot R ANSWER: The dentist's first task as an
educator is to recognize the Patient's educational
needs.
That's right. The

iSt Cali often aee4nlish this while

he diagnoses the patient' treatment needs. Now we're
ready to think about the next phase, that of helping the
patient to become aware of his own needs.

1dmitted1,. this is a more difficult task. Here are two
IR h+Sillie a pprOaelieN:

1. The dentist

Simpl, tell the patient what his
edueatbmal needs are. nmeh as he tells him
about his treatment needs.

*)
...

The dentist ma guide the patient toward at
realization of his needs through conversation
and demonstration. usuall a more successful
technique for convincing a person of his needs.

Idch dentist beb)w might he most suceessful in patient
educa 1 ion?

Hr.
talks with his patients about oral
hygiene. answering their questions 111141

painting (lilt their educatimml leMIS ill
relation to their treat ',fent Hee(&

l'op.e 33

Hr. ) tells his patients .frankly just what
their educat hula! need. are and then gives
each a pamphlet
the major steps

of good oral ligiene
Dr.

l'uo 6

cares for his patients' treatment

needs and hopes the l'11111111i011111
101,1'111111'11111111relli lu Mein U.S he proceeds. . Page .111
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YOUR ANSWER: Hearing Dr. Frank say, You
need periodic prophylactic treatments.' is most
likely to cause Grinston to want to learn about
prophylinis.
doubt it. Remember. telling a patient what he needs
may he the easiest method for the dentist, but it is not
necessarily the most effective. Let's review for a moment.
We said that a person tends to learn what he thinks he
needs to know. Therefore Grinston is much more likely to
ant to learn about periodic prophylactic treatments because he realizes the need, not simply because Dr. Frank
recognizes the need and tells him. Of course Grinst.on probably won't recognize this need entirely on his own. This is
where Dr. Frank can guide b explanation, demonstration,
and conversation.
Return to page 33 to choose a better answer.

35
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YOUR ANSWER: Dr. Y tells his patients frankly
just what their educational needs are and then
gives each a pamphlet outlining the major steps
of good oral hygiene.
Dr. Y must be commended for trying to educate his patients about dental health. Although he may help some of
his patients recognize their needs, we doubt that h:s methods will be notably successful. Let's examine them more
closely.

First, telling the patients their needs won't always convince them that they should change their habits or attitudes. This technique might work best with those patients
particularly interested in improving their dental health or
general appearance.

Seeond, if he gives the same pamphlet to each patient,
Dr. Y assumes they all have the same needs. But learning
for each person starts at the point of his men needs. Any
general technique of dental education may be quite useless
unless it is geared to the individual's need.
We think another dentist would be more successful in
patient education. Return to page 34 and choose a better
answer.

:ifs

YOUR ANSWER: Looking at his own teeth in a
mirror is most likely to cause Grinston to want to
learn about periodic prophylaxis.
Possibly but unlikely. flow man times do ou suppose
Grinston has looked at himself in a mirror, teeth included,
since his last prophylaxis two years ago?
Naturally Grinston would not he conscious of his teeth
every time he looked in a mirror, but he no doubt would

have noticed the increase of stain and deposits. It's not
possible to know exactly what finally convinces a person of
his need. %lost educational psychologists seem to agree that

a person tends to learn what he thinks he needs to know.
This is why helping a patient to recognize his own need is
an important part of the first step in the educational process.
Now return to page 33 and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: Dr. Z cares for his patients'
treatment needs and hopes the educational needs
will become apparent to them as he. proceeds.
Do sou
really think Dr. Z will be very successful in edu.
eating his patients? What if their other needs don't become
evident? This can happen, especially if Dr. Z makes no real
effort to point out certain things to his patients.

As an educator, the dentist will need to be constantly
alert to possible opportunities for teaching about dental
health. First he recognizes his patients' needs, then he
helps the patients become aware of these needs. If leaving
the discovers of these needs to chance is not wise, what
method might' be more successful?
Return to page 34 and choose a better answer.

3H

YOUR ANSWER: Realizing hii4 need to know some-

thing about prophylaxis is most likely to cause
Crinston to want to learn about the subject.
Good. So far ue've been talking about recognizing needs.
the first step in the educational process for both the dentist-

educator and the patient-learner. The next important step
is the actual expression of these needs b the patient.

If the dentist can encourage the patient to express his
oun specific educational needs. so much the better. The
dentist's record of the patient's educational needs can
prove invaluable to himself and his auxiliary personnel who
aid him in patient education.
No's, what again is the second step in the educational
process for both dentist and patient?
Recognizing need %%

Page 10

1...xpressig steeds

Page 12

Treating eetIN

Page II

YOUR ANSWER: The second step in the educational process for both dentist and patient is recognizing needs.
No, this is the first step, the step we've been discussing
for the last few minutes. It is certainly necessary to recognize needs before any teaching or learning is attempted.
The dentist tries to recognize dim; educational needs of his
patient, then attempts to guide the patient toward recognizing his own needs. Of course this doesn't always work as
well in practice as it does in theory, but it's worth a try!
But what is the second stepthe one that follows recognition of needs? Return to page 39 and choose the correct
answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: Listening to Dr. Frank's mono logue about prophylactic treatment is most likely
to cause Grinston to want to learn about prophylaxis.
Educationally speaking, this is not the most likely reason.
Of course, it is not possible to say exactly what finally convinces a person of a particular need.
You'll recall that we said a person tends to learn what he
thinks he should know. Therefore, Grinston is more likely
to learn about his need for education on periodic prophylaxis
because he realizes the need, not because he is convinced

by Dr. Frank's lecture. In addition, listening to a monologue gives Grinston little opportunity for participating in
the educational process himself.
Now you should have no trouble selecting a better answer.
Return to page 33 and try again.
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YOUR ANSWER: The second Step in the educa-

tional process for both dentist and patient is the

expression of needs.
Tlik is correct. of course. Pinpointing the needs b reeording them and by talking about them dears up any

vagueness or misunderstanding on the part of the patient.
It also provides a specific starting point for the needed
education.
liveognizing and expressing needs is not enough, though.

The patient must want to do something about his needs
and then act to satisfy them in order to learn. 'Phis is where
motivation enters the educational process. Motivation is an
essential factor in learning: it often determines what a
person learns and how he learns it. The function of motivation is to arouse and maintain a persons interest long

enough for him to satisfy his needsor learn. In other
words. tnotiv ation directs behavioral changes b stimulating
a perscm to. art oo 116 needs.
\ kik at loll performs three of the functions below. Chwse
thi. correct group.
grouses interest. maintains interest. stimulates aelienl
Page 1.5
.lrouses interest. satisfies needs. stiulates action...
.. Page 17
.Irmises interest. maintains interest. satisfies needs

Page 19

YOUR ANSWER: Yes,

I think a patient can be

foreed to learn about dental health even if he feels
no need for it.
although this is not the most effective way
of learning. You've no doubt been pressured into learning
Probably so

things which seemed meaningless to you at the time
things such as multiplication tables, history dates, or lists
of spelling words.
.Nott please go ahead to page SR.
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YOUR ANSWER: The second step in the educa-

tional process for both dentist and patient
treating needs.

is

No, we haven't mentioned this as a part of the educational process. The dentist will be treating his patient's
dental needs, of course. So far, though, we have discussed
only two steps in regard to the patient's dental education
needs. If the first step is recognition of needs (by the dentist
and by the patient), what has to be the second step?
Return to page 39 and select the correct answer.

YOUR ANSWER: Motivation arouses interest,
maintains interest, and stimulates action.
Correct. A person is naturally motivated by the awareness of his own particular needs; this awareness %se defined
earlier as the driving

force that prompts us
to act. This force might
well he called the "builtmotivating influ41^*
ence. for it does stimulate a person to action.

An aching tooth,

for

example, can he a much
stronger motivating fac-

tor to visit the dentist
than the six-month
time for another examination. Since
reminder that
several needs may be functioning simultaneously, it is often
difficult to discover just which need is providing the motivation for a particular action. The more often a dentist
can pinpoint the needs that best motivate each patient,
however, the easier his task as an educator will be. We are
not implying that learning takes place only when a person

is moth ated by his own needs, but we are saing that a
person tends to learn more quickly what is personally
meaningful to him- and he should retain it longer.
With this in mind. do you think a patient can be forced
to learn about dental health if he feels no need for it?

No

Page 13
Page 16
13

I don't think a patient ran
be forced to learn about dental health if he feels
YOUR ANSWER: No

no need for it.
ell. just stop and think for a moment. Haven't ou
ever been pressured into learning things %v hick seemed
meaningless to ou at the time? Multiplication tables?
History dates? Lists of spelling words? It's most likel you
have.
Moir pietist. Ito

4t)

u1 to page I8.

YOUR ANSWER: Motivation arouses interest, satisfies needs, and stimulates action.
Sorry. Motivation is responsible for only two of the
functions abow. Let's find the one which is Out of place.
We said, null recall, that motivation arouses a person's
interest and maintains it long enough for him to satisfy his
needs. Actually, motivation acts as a stimulus or an impetus
to action. The satisfy ing of needs occurs after motivation
has provided the incentive for acting. We hope you see that
satisfying needs is not a function of motivation.
Nom you'll have no trouble in selecting the correct answer.
Return to page 42 and find it.
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Artificial pressure to learn often results in rote memorization or forced learning with little consideration for individual

needs. A person tends to learn more quickly that which
meets his own needs and seems most meaningful to him.
This is where motivation collies in, for it plays a part in
any type of learning situation. A patient may be motivated
to learn about dental health by his own needs, whether
they be physiological or psychological. If the patient's
needs are not strong enough to provide sufficient motivation, the dentist may have to use an artificial type of moti-

vation. This consists of stimulating interest by external
means: rewards. prizes, gifts. or threats.

Let's look at three activities of the Grinstons for examples. Which Grinston youngster below is most likely motivated by a personal need?
Grindl writes an essay on oral hygiene for
a local contest during National Children's
Dental Health ll'eek as an assignment for
health claws

Page 50

Greg begins to brush his teeth erery morning and erening to avoid his mother's conPage 52
stant reminders about it
Gary asks Dr. Frank for information on a

mouth protector for use during football
season
.18

Page 5

YOUR ANSWER: Motivation arouses interest,
maintains interest, and satisfies needs.
Sorry. Motivation is responsible for only two of the
functions above. Let's examine these functions more closely.
We said, you'll recall, that motivation arouses a person's
interest and maintains it long enough for him to satisfy his

needs. Actually, motivation acts as a stimulus or an impetus to action. The satisfying of needs occurs after motivation has provided the incentive for acting. We hope you see
that satisfying needs is not a function of motivation.
Now you should have no difficulty in finding the correct
answer. Return to page 42 and try again.

YOUR ANSWER: Grindl is must likely motivated
by a personal need :
Grindl writes an essay on oral hygiene for a

local contest during National Children's
Dental Health Week as an assignment
for health class.

Probably not, since she is doing an assignment. Occasionally, a person will be trying to satisfy the need for
approval or recognition, but most persons who enter contests are motivated by the promised rewardsprizes,
money, medals rather than by any inner need.
Such extraneous rewards promote interest and in many
instances encourage real learning. This type of Notivation
is less desirable than the type which arises from individual
needs, however, for often the person becomes interested
only in how the activity will reward him, not in what he
will learn from it. Grindl may well learn something about
essay writing or oral hygiene, but she is being motivated
by a required class assignment.
Now return to page 48 and select the Grinston who is
motivated by a personal need.
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YOUR ANSWER: Artificial motivation promotes
real learning.
You're half right: Let's review those two types of motivation again:
1. Artificial: interest aroused and maintained artificially by the offer of rewards (prizes, grades,
treats, special recognition) or by the threat of
trouble (punishment, ridicule, criticism, force).
2. Built-in: interest stems from individual physical and social needs (hunger, pain, fear, curiosity, desire for approval, security, or knowledge) which require satisfaction.
Please

notice that both types of motivation arouse

interest. Effective learning can actually he promoted by
either kind of motivation, for motivation is an essential
part of the educational process.
Note please go ahead to page .56.

YOUR ANSWER: Greg is most likely motivated by

a personal"need:
Greg begins to brush his teeth every morn-

ing and evening to avoid his mother's
constant reminders about it.

No, Greg is obviously not brushing his teeth because it's
a good habit or because he feels a need to practice good oral

hygiene. lle is being motivated by an external reasonhis
mother's reminders or .'treats.

Rewards or threats are often used to motivate interest

in a learning activity. If used wisely, they can be quite
effective in encouraging real learning. In many instances,

though, the individual undertakes to learn only to gain
the reward or to avoid the punishment. Chances are that
once Greg*s mother ceases her reminders about brushing,

he may easily discontinue the "habit" he has been practicing. The artificial motivation is likely to produce a more
temporary kind of learning, the kind that stops when the
artificial stimulus is removed.
One of the other Grinston youngsters is being motivated
by an inner need. Return to page 48 and choose the correct
answer.

YOUR ANSWER: Built-in motivation promotes
real learning.
You"re half right! Lees re% ie% those two types of motivation again:
I.

Artificial: interest aroused and maintained ar
tificially by the offer of rewards (prizes, grades,

treats, special recognition) or by the threat of
trouble (punishment, ridicule, criticism, force).
2. Built-in: interest stems from individual physical
and social needs (hunger, pain, fear, curiosity,
desire for approval, security, or knowledge)
which require satisfaction.
Please

notice that both types of motivation arouse

interest. Effective learning can actually be promoted by
either kind of motivation, for motivation is an essential
part of the educational process.
Now please go ahead to page 56.
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YOUR ANSWER: Gary is most likely motivated by

a personal need:
Gary asks Dr. Frank for information on a

mouth protector for use during football
season.
Yes. Gary appears to be motivated h. an inner desire
(to play football and protect his teeth), not by some external

stimulus such as an assignment or parental harassment.

Individuals naturally tend to become interested in and
learn more about things which promise to satisfy their own
needs and purposes.

Please note that regardless of the t pe of motivation
involved, each of the three Grinstons learned something:
Gary and Grind! acquired new knowledge, Grindl probabl. gained some skill in essay writing. and Greg began to
practice a commendable. habit. Thus motivation. whether

it he artificial or built in. is a fundamental part of the
educational process.

Here for review are the two tpes of motivation we've
mentioned:
I. Artificial: interest aroused and maintained ar-

tificial!, h the offer of rewards (prizes. grades.
treats. special recognition) or b the threat of
trouble (punishment. ridicule. critieism, force).
2. Built-in: interest stems from individual physical and social needs (hunger, pain, fear, eurios-

it, th sire for approval. securit. or knowledge)
which require satisfaction,
A hieh of these two tpes of motivation promotes real
learning?
.
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YOUR ANSWER: Patients expect to be motivated.
Not necessarily. Those patients who have become dependent on motivation from prizes, praise, or penalties may
expect the dentist to provide some similar kind of motiva-

tion. But this is not why it is important to recognize the
value of motivation and make use of it.
Just being in a dental office is strong motivation for many

persons. Their need, whether it is pain, fear, curiosity,
desire for social approval, or whatever, has motivated them
to pay the dentist a visit. Because of their genuine interest,
the dentist has a more ideal teaching situation than most
classroom teachers. His job will he to take advantage of
the existing motivation and to capitalize upon it so his
patients will want to learn as much as possible about dental
health. In this way he can help create the desire for learning.
Return to page 59 and choose the correct answer.

YOUR ANSWER: Both artificial and built-in motivation promote real learning.
That's right. Motivation, the stimulus, may come from
within or without.
In many cases, the motivation stemming from inner
needs is likely to produce a more lasting type of learning,
simply because interest tends to he sustained longer. It's
much more difficult to provide a continuing kind of motiva-

tion with external means. Too mane times the reward or
threat of trouble becomes the main incentive for learning
rather than merely acting as an interest inducer. Then the
patient tends to become' concerned only with the promised
reward or punishment. In addition, he may become so dependent upon the external motivating factors that he finds
it
difficult
to
without
learn
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them. Ideally, of

\

course, the dentist
should try to moti-

vate learning by
appealing to an
inner need, such as
ic*.\\.
for
the
desire
Csi,://p ii
Is,..
',/ (t.., v
health, good ap
pearance, approval
..._.../
of friends, and selfrespect.
Why should dentists he wary of overusing artificial motivation to promote interest in dental health?

)

This can too easily become the only reason

for learning
This isn't as strong as mot i ra t

Page 38

resulting

Page 60
from neetlq
This doesn't actually help the patient to
Page 62
learn
ib

YOUR ANSWER: Motivation techniques are popular in modern education.
While this may be true, it is not the reason the dentist
should make use of motivation in teaching his patients
about dental health.
Certainly modern educators make use of motivational
techniques, just as generations of educators before them
have done. The difference lies in the emphasis. Today's
educators stress built-in motivation whereas yesterday's
educators seem to have depended more exclusively upon
artificial stimulation. Since both kinds of motivation can
be effective, the dentist will no doubt use both in his teaching. Hut why?
Return to page 59 and choose the correct reason.
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YOUR ANSWER: Artificial motivation can too
easily become the only reason for learning.
That's right. And when this happens, learning is often
temporary. Interest may stop once the artificial stimulus is
'moved. The dentist wants his patients to practice good
dental health habits outside the officehabits which they
learn because they see real purpose in doing so, not just
for the dentist's approval or his offered rewards.
PoP1

Since every learning situation is unique, each patient is

bound to he helped or hindered by the motivation the
dentist uses. Ile has an easier job than many classroom
teachers, for most of his patients will visit his office well
motivated toward learning about dental health. It may be
Please go on to the next page.
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pain, fear, curiosity, a sense of duty, or any number of
other factors which motivate them enough to make an
appointment.

The dentist can't assume, however, that this motivation
will be strong enough to sustain their interest long enough
for them to learn. Therefore, it's up to him to capitalize on
the existing interest in their dental problems by appealing
to their inner needs.
If this doesn't succeed, he may have
to try positive artificial

(
(),-)

meansgifts,

praise, and encourageent
m . Of course,
he'll try to avoid negative means such as
dire predictions, un-

due arousal of fear,
ridicule, and such.
Why is it important for the dentist to utilize motivation
in teaching his patients about dental health?
Page 55
Patients expect to be motivated
Motivation techniques are impular in
Page .57
modern education
People rarely learn without some kind of
Page 61
motivation
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YOUR ANSWER: Artificial motivation isn't as
strong as motivation resulting from needs.
We haven't said anything yet about one kind of motivation being stronger than the other. In fact, rewards, grades,
fear of punishment, and other artificial motivating factors
are often stronger than any built-in-motivation could be.
It depends upon the individual and the situation in which
he is involved.
We did say, however, that artificial motivation is likely
to produce a more temporary interest in learning. A person
may learn only what he must in order to receive the reward
or to avoid the problems. This doesn't always happen, of
course, but it is more likely than if a person is motivated
by some inner need.

Artificial motivation can be very effective, but often
dentist and patient become too dependent on it. Why is
this undesirable?
Return to page 56, read the material again, and choose
the right reason.

YOUR ANSWER: People rarely learn without some
kind of motivation.
Correct. People learn by responding to a need, which in
turn provides the necessary stimulus for action.
Most dentists are quite conscious of motivational influences, but they sometimes forget that motivation should

he tailored to the individual patient in order to he most
effective.
Please go ahead to page 63.
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YOUR ANSWER: Artificial motivation doesn't ac-

tually help the patient to learn.
ait a minute! Grindl and Greg were motivated by factors
not usually considered ideal, yet both certainly learned.

Let's do some reviewing. You'll recall that a person's
needs may motivate him to learn. If his interest is aroused
and maintained by means of an artificial stimulus such as a
reward or a threat, we say he is artificially motivated. This

kind of motivation can help him to learn, but his efforts
may be sporadic and his learning shallow. In other words,
he may learn only what he must in order to receive the
reps and or to avoid trouble.

It is easy for dentist and patient alike to rely on artificial methods of motivation to increase learning efforts.
Why is this undesirable? Return to page 56, study the
material again, and choose the correct answer.
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For example. the entire (,rin ton family might have the
same need for improved methods of oral hygiene. 1)r.
Frank might approach each member of the family in the
following %va%:

Grinston- finances: better oral health for him-

elf and family means fewer trips to the dentist.

Nirs. Grinston- imortanee of diet and nutrition
or prevention of periodontal disease.
Gar, nevesit of g(uml oral health to enter
West Point.
Grimli desire to have an attractive appearance.
Greg desire to imitate his older brother.

NN hat's likel to happen if Dr. Frank simply explains the
neeessit% of good oral Its giene methods to each Grinston in
the same was?
Each Grinston would be equally motivated

by his need ,for improved ileutol biutltit
Page 6
methods
Dr. Frank's teaching, would he more effec-

tive. for he could use the same Inuterial

Mid illiWrittillfig

Page 66

Individual interest. :could he less likely to
be aroused or *sustained

Page 68

YOUR ANSWER: Each Grinston would be equally

motivated by his need for improved dental health
techniques.

This would make teaching infinitely easier, but it just
doesn't work this way. Let's think about motivation and
how it operates once more.
We said that motivational techniques should be tailored
to the individual patient. Of course people all have the same
basic needs, but these needs vary greatly in degree and
intensity. Even though the Grin.-tons have the same general

problemthat of needing better oral hygiene methods
they are still individuals of various ages and interests.
Therefore, in all probability, they wouldn't be equally
motivated by the sante explanation, no Matter how carefully
Dr. Frank prepared or delivered it. In fact, one or more of

them might not he motivated at all. This can happen in
any attempt to arouse interest.
There's a much better answer to our question. Return to
page 63 and find it.

()I

YOUR ANSWER: Goals should be set up as soon
as the dentist recognizes his patient's needs.
The dentist may recognize a patient's needs before the
patient is aware of them himself, I f so, how can the patient
immediately begin to cooperate in setting up goals based on
his own recognized needs?

Actually, the process may go something like this:
1. Dentist recognizes patient's. needs and records
them.
2. Dentist helps patient discover and express his
own needs.

3. Patient desires to do something about these
needs.

4. Patient and dentist set up goals based on these
needs.

5. Patient, with goals in mind, acts on his needs in
order to change his behavior.

Now you should have no trouble in selecting the right
answer. Return to page 68 and try again.
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YOUR ANSWER: Dr. Frank's teaching would be
more effective, for he could use the same material
and illustrations.
Dr. Frank could use the same material, it's true, but
this doesn't necessarily make his teaching more effective.
To be effectivr, the interest of each member of the Grinston family would have to be aroused and maintained long
enough for each to learn how to improve his oral hygiene

methods. Noss just stop and think for a moment. Is the
same material, presented in the same way, likely to be
just as effective for 5-year-old Greg as for his father? Prob.

ablv not. The difference in ages alone would make an
identical presentation less effective.

We're sure you can select a better answer. Return to
page 63 and try again.

YOUR ANSWER: Goals should be set up afttr the
patient has decided to do something about his needs
but before he acts.
Right. The goals then act as guides for any action the
patient may take to satisfy his recognized needs.
The dentist should remember that the goals must be
meaningful to his.patient. If the goals are based upon the
patient's recognized needs, then' can often provide as much
or more motivation than the needs themselves.
Here is the position of goals in the learning process:
NEED

A.-

79

GOAL

ACTIVITY

glow should the patient's goals be determined? On the
basis of:
The dentist's diagnosis of' his patient's
'feeds
'Flu' pestle's Vs men recognized needs

Page 69

The type of motivation used

Page 73

Page 71
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YOUR ANSWER: Individual interest would be less
likely to be aroused or sustained.
Right. Just the various ages of the Grinstons would create

a problem for Dr. Frank if he tried motivating each in the
same way. Without interest there would probably be very
little learning accomplished.

To avoid this pitfall, the dentist takes still another step

of the educational process into considerationthat of
setting goals. Goals serve as specific ends toward which the
patient can direct his actions to satin :'y his needs. in addition,
they serve as guidelines for the dentist's teaching. Setting
goals together helps to insure that both dentist and patient

will have a clear idea of where they are going and .what
they hope to achieve along the way.
All we are sa ing is that once the patient has recognized
his need, has expressed it, and has a desire to satisfy it, he
should have something definite toward which to work. And
the period of time when a person is working toward a goal
(or to satisfy his need) is the period in which learning takes
place.

Where in the educational, process do von think these
goals should be set up?
.1. sours us the dentist recognizes Isis pa-

tiet's steeds

Page 65

.If ter the patient has decided to do somethig (shots I his needs Ins I before he acts.
.

Page 67

liter the patient has recognized his needs

and has begun to do something about
them

bti

Page 70

YOUR ANSWER: The patient's goals should be
determined on the basis of the dentist's diagnosis
of his patient's needs.
Not necessarily. The dentist's goals for treating the patient
may well be determined by his examination of the patient's
mouth and the subsequent diagnosis of his dental needs.

But what about the patient's goals? As an educator, the
dentist will want to help him set specific goals toward which

to work. (Remember, we said that the dentist and patient
set goals together.) This doesn't mean imposing goals upon
him.

The diagram merely shows what we have already said: a
person acts to satisfy a need. Reaching a set goal may serve
to satisfy the need. Or the goal may be one of a series of

goals toward a particular need. In either case, the goal
provides something definite toward which the patient may
direct his actions.
Now you should have no difficulty in selecting the correct
answer. Return to page 67 and try again.
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YOUR ANSWER: Goals should be set up after the
patient has recognized his needs and has begun to
do something about, them.
Goals provide the guidelines for action, not vice-versa.
The patient who begins to act on his needs before he sets
proper goals is like the long-distance runner who begins his
course with no exact idea of where he should finish or how
long his run should take.
Perhaps the following list will help you see exactly where
the setting up of goals fits in:

I. Dentist recognizes patient's needs and records
them.

2. Dentist helps patient discover and express his
own needs.

3. Patient desires to do something about these
needs.

4. Patient and dentist set up goals based on these
needs.

5. Patient, with goals in mind, acts on his needs in.
order to change his behavior.
No% return to page 68 and choose the correct answer.

C

YOUR ANSWER: The patient's goals should be

determined on the basis of his own recognized
needs.

This is correct. Having recognized his needs, the patient
is ready to set goals which direct him toward filling these
needs. These goals, if meaningful, may act as motivating
factors themselves.
Ten-year-old Grindl Grinston, for example, is at an age
of high susceptibility to dental caries. Dr. Frank can help

her set up meaningful goals toward which to direct her
dental activities:
Need: To keep teeth as clean as possible.
Goals: To learn about toothbrushing techniques.
To learn when and how often to brush.
To learn about the control of sugar in the
diet.

To make the goals meaningful to Grind', perhaps Dr.
Frank will stress the relationship of clean healthy teeth to
an attractive appearance. At this time he will avoid talking
about such things as the names of various instruments,
how he operates dental equipment, or why X-rays are
important.
In view of Grindl's need, which one of the following steps
would take place first?
Acquiring em knowledge about good oral
Page 72
hygiene
Satisfying leer recognized need for cleats,
Page 74
healthy teeth
Setting specific goals based on her need... Page 76
Modifying her old habits of poor oral
Page 78
hygiene

r.

YOUR ANSWER: Acquiring new knowledge about
good oral hygiene would take place first.
No, the acquisition of new knowledge would be a final
step in the learning process and would show that Grind! has
learned.
Remember: learning occurs as a person attempts to satisfy
his needs. Thus, a person acquires new knowledge because
he feels the need to do so, consciously or unconsciously. The

process through which he goes to satisfy this need is called
the learning process, while the end result is the actual change
in his fund of knowledge or ways of thinking and acting.
Grind! will reach this step as Dr. Frank teaches her about
oral hygiene methods. However, he won't begin this teaching without some form of concrete direction. What provides

this direction for him and for Grind!? Return to page 71
and choose the correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: The patient's goals should be
determined on the basis of the type of motivation
used.
Not usually. If the dentist uses external motivation, the
promised treat or behavior adopted to avoid trouble may
well become the goal itself. Once this is attained, however,
no further learning is likely to take place.
We're talking about goals for learning set up together by
the dentist and the patient. In order for learning to take
place, as the diagram illustrates, there must be a need, followed by some action to satisfy that need. The goal provides
something definite toward which the patient may direct his

actions. Motivation, you'll recall, merely acts to arouse
and maintain interest until the need is satisfied. And, the
goal itself may provide the necessary motivation.
Now return to page 67 and choose the correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: Satisfying her recognized need
for clean healthy teeth would take place first.
No, this is what a person actually does in the learning
process.

Keep in mind that learning occurs as a person attempts
to satisfy his needs, whether they are physical or social.
The process through which he goes to satisfy these needs is

called the learning process, while the end result is the
change in knowledge or behavior.

We want you to decide what takes place after Grindl
recognizes her need for keeping her teeth as clean as possible. but before she actually starts out to satisfy this need.
Return to page 71 and choose the correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: The attainment of immediate
goals may often develop into the achievement of
long-range goals.
Quite true. Setting up certain end goals gives overall
direction to a patient's behavior, but he often needs intermediate goals to show him that he is on the right track.
Our goals are usually as complex and multiple as our

needs. But our needs tend to become relatively

fixed,

whereas our goals are always changing. We acquire new
goals when we have achieved old ones; we make changes in
original goals when we can't attain them as they exist.
Because of this flexibility, it is fairly easy to set goals which

are geared to the:. ability of the patient to meet them. A

goal which the patient ekinnot achieve will have no worthwhile value; it will only frustrate and discourage him. This
in turn will be discouraging to the dentist.
Which list below best describes the kind of goals a dentist
should try to set up with his patient?
Attractive, complex, flexible.
Flexible, multiple, attainable
Attainable, meaningful, attractive

Page 77

Page 80
Page 82
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YOUR ANSWER: Setting specific goals based on
her need would take place first.
Exactly. In order for the goals to be meaningful to Grind!,

they must be more than attractive; they must also seem
attainable. This brings us to the two main types of goals:
1. Long-range goals: over-all major goals to be

achieved, such as improved oral health for
the patient.
2. Short-range goals: more easily attained goals,

such as learning about brushingleading ultimately to improved oral health.

long-range

Shot .ronge

The short-range goals, being less remote, are sometimes
more attractive to the patient.
Which statement below makes the best distinction
between short-range and long-range goals?
The attainment of immediate goals may

often develop into the achievement of
long-range goals

Page 73

One long-range goal is easier to achieve
Page 79
than a series of short-range goals
Long-range goals will provide more o-

tivation because they tend to be more
important goals

Page 81

YOUR NSWER: The following list best describes
the kind of goals a dentist should try to set up with
his patient: attractive, complex, flexible.
Let's take another look at that list. We'll agree with you
that goals should be attractive. This provides motivation.
But we haven't indicated that goals have to be either complex or flexible.

What we did say was that a person tends to have goals
as complex as his needs. This means he may be working
toward a number of individual goals or goals within goals
at the same time in order to satisfy the various needs that
are operating in his life. If complex dental health goals are
consciously set up, however, the patient might become
quite confused.
The element of flexibility enters the picture when a person
alters his original goals for some reason. Setting up flexible

goals isn't always possible or practical, especially in a
dental situation. It's usually necessary to keep close to the
goal of improved oral health, changing the steps that lead
to this major goal if necessary.
You'll find another list a better one. Return to page 75
and select the correct list.
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YOUR ANSWER: Modifying her old habits of poor
oral hygiene would take place first.
No, the modification of old habits would be a final .step
in the learning process and would show that she had learned.
Remember that learning results in a change in a person's

knowledge or in his actions. Furthermore, this learning
occurs as a person attempts to satisfy his needs. A person
modifies an old habit in response to a recognized need. The
process through which he goes to satisfy this need is called

the learning process, while the end result is the actual
change in his behavior.
Crindl hopefully will begin to modify her habits of poor
brushing or frequent consumption of candy bars in response

to learning about good oral hgiene methods. But she
should have some meaningful end toward which to work.
This means she must first do what? Return to page 71 and
choose the correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: One long-range goal is easier to
achieve than a series of short-range goals.
Not usually. We say this because most individuals go
through. a series of easier short-range goals in order to
achieve the ultimate long-range goal.
Intermediate goals tend to provide direction for a person's

activity toward a final, larger goal. Most dentists tend to
think in terms of this final goal, such as improved oral
health for the patient. The average patient, on the other
hand, needs more readily accessible goals, such as learning

the proper techniques of brushing and flossing and the
necessity of prophylaxis. In other words, he needs to know
what is immediately ahead of him, where he is going, and
how he can help in the process of getting there. Achieving
these sub-goals can then lead to the larger goal.
You should have no difficulty in finding the correct answer
now. Return to page 76 and try again.
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YOUR ANSWER: The following list best describes

the kind of goals a dentist should try to set up

with his patient: flexible, multiple, attainable.

Let's look at that list again. Of course goals should be
attainable, but we didn't indicate they had to be flexible or
multiple.
What we did say was that our goals tend naturally to be
multiple, just as our needs are multiple. It might be quite
confusing to a patient, however, to set up numerous goals at
the same time. He might well be overwhelmed by the number alone, and the value of goal setting would be lost.
The element of flexibility enters the picture when a person
alters his, original goals for some reason. Setting up flexible

goals isn't always possible or practical, especially in a
dental situation.

Return to page 75 and select a bettt list.
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YOUR ANSWER: Long-range goals will provide
more motivation because they tend to be more
important goals.
Let's stop and thinkPtitis through. Long-range goals may
well be larger than short-range goals, but this doesn't mean
they will be more important to the patient. And, they tend
to provide less motivation than the shorter, more attainable
goals.

Long-range goals are usually more remote and often less

attractive to an individual. Though the dentist tends to
think in terms of long-range treatment plans and goals,
such as total oral health, the average patient does not. He
finds it easier to attain a series of smaller goals, such as
learning first about the necessity for regular prophylaxis,
then about proper brushing and flossing techniques, and
finally about the effect of diet on tooth decay. Achieving
these smaller goals leads to the ultimate goal, that of improved oral health.
We hope you understand now why these smaller steps
provide more motivation than would the over-all goal of
improved oral health. Please return to page 76 and choose
a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: The following list best describes
the kind of goals a dentist should try to set up with

his patient: attainable, meaningful, attractive.
Right. And gearing goals to the ability of each patient
will aid in producing such goals.
If the dentist is alert to capitalizing on the patient's goals
in other areas, unrelated though they may be to dental
health, he should have more success in helping the patient
set up dental health goals. For example, 16-year-old Gary
Grinston may avoid eating chocolate to reduce his skin
problems. Encouragement in this action, for which Gary

already has a strong motivation, can aid Dr. Frank in
steering him toward dental health goals as well.

3

What are we saving the dentist's responsibility is in this
step of the educational process?
set meaningful goals for his patient Page 81
lu help the patient decide which goals to
pursue
Page 86

Ta give the patient a choice of several
possible goals
112

Page 88

YOUR ANSWER: Mrs. Grinston's activity is
directed toward understanding how X-rays aid in
diagnosis.
Mrs. Grinston may acquire this understanding along the
way, but this is not her goal.
Remember, we said that Dr. Frank helped Mrs. Grinston
set up a goal toward which to direct her activity. If Mrs.

Grinston participates activelywhether it be mentally,
emotionally, or physicallywhile Dr. Frank is doing his
teaching about X-rays, she should have no difficulty in
attaining her goal. But if she's daydreaming about her
afternoon bridge game, she is likely to gain little from Dr.
Frank's teaching.
Now do you remember what goal was set up'? Return to
page 85, reread the example, and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: The dentist's responsibility is to
set meaningful goals for his patient.
Wait a minute. We didn't say the dentist is to set goals
for his patient. Substitute the word with and you'll have a
correct statement.
Imposing goals upon an individual may work occasionally,

but it's not a sound educational technique. A person is
more likely to work toward a goal when he personally adopts
that goal than when he is being pushed toward it by a person
in authority. And how many times do we feel our own goals

to be unimportant?
01 colirse it is necessary for the dentist to give some
guidance in the area of dental health in order to help the
patient recognize what goals might be suitable. This doesn't
mean the dentist should actually set the goals himself.
Please return to page 82 and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: Activity is an essential step in
the learning process.
Right. But his activity doesn't necessarily help him learn
any faster, nor does it provide motivation.
Since a patient must participate actively in his learning,

is important that his attention be focused on his goals
and that he be aware of appropriate kinds of activity to
it

reach them.

Here's an example: Dr. Frank prepares to take several
bitewing X-rays before treating Mrs. Grinston. She objects,

saying she hasn't needed them for previous dental treatment. Through conversation and questioning, Dr. Frank
helps Mrs. Grinston discover that her objections stem from

fear of exposure to X-rays. They set up an educational
goal: to alleviate this fear.

Now Dr. Frank can begin his teaching by instruction,
explanation, or demonstration. Mrs. Grinston may participate by listening, asking questions, looking at exposed
films, and following his directions.
Toward what is Mrs. Grinston's activity directed?
Understanding how X-rays aid in diag-

osis

Page 83

Accepting an initial X-ray survey

Page 87

Overcoming her fear

Page 90
85
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YOUR ANSWER: The dentist's responsibility is to,
help the patient decide which goals to pursue.
Yes, the dentist should work with his patient in setting up

meaningful, attainable, and suitable goals based on recognized needs.

Up to this point the educational process seems to have
progressed very smoothly. The dentist has recognized and
recorded his patient's educational needs, helped his patient
to discover anti express his own needs, and aided his patient

in setting up suitable goals. But, all this will be in vain if
the patient doesn't act to achieve his goals.
Action is necessary to learning. Our definition of learning,

ou'll recall, states that learning results from acting to
satisfy needs. Or we can say that learning results from
acting to achieve goals. The point we're making is that some

kind of activitymental, emotional, physicalis necessary
to insure' effective learning.
And why is activity necessary?
.1ctivity is an essential step in the learning
Page 85

process

Activity helps us learn faster and more
Page 89

t boron ghly

.letivity provides the motivation needed
to achieve goals.

8()

...Page 91
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YOUR ANSWER: Mrs. Grinston's activity is directed toward accepting an initial X-ray survey.
This is not Mrs. Grinston's goal, although this acceptance
may well come about as a result of reaching the goal set up
by Dr. Frank and his patient.
A person must take action to pursue his goals if he is to

satisfy his needs or learn. if Mrs. Grinston participates
actively--mentally, emotionally, or physicallywhile Dr.
Frank is teaching her about X-rays, she should have no
difficulty in attaining her goal. But, if she's daydreaming
about her afternoon bridge game, she is likely to gain little
from Dr. Frank's teaching, and incidentally, will tend to
retain her fear of X-rays.
Return to page 85, reread the example, and choose another
answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: The dentist's responsibility is to
give the patient a choice of several possible goals.
This isn't the dentist's main responsibility in the area of
goal setting.
Choosing a goal that someone else suggests may appeal

to a few people. A person is much more likely to work
toward a goal of his own choosing, however, for he tends to

consider his personal goals to be important. The dentist
helps the patient to recognize what goals might be suitable

in the area of dental health. Then together they set up
goals based on the particular needs of that patient. In doing
this the dentist might well suggest possible goals, or even
better, lead the patient through conversation and questioning to think of these goals himself.
Return to.page 82 and choose the correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER : Activity helps us learn faster and

more thoroughly.
Leaiping can result from acting (whether mentally,
emotionally, or physically) to achieve a goal. But we didn't

say anything about the learning being faster or more
thorough.

Some kinds of activity will aid in faster, more thorough
learning than other kinds of activity, it's true. But you're
missing the point of what we said about action. Take another

look at this diagram we gave you earlier. Perhaps this will
help ou place activity within the total framework of the
educational process:

NEED

GOAL

ACTIVITY

Hewn) to page 86 and choose another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: Mrs. Grinston's activity is di.
recited toward overcoming liter fear.
Exactl. This was Mrs. Crinston's specific goal. Of course
she may well learn how rays aid in diagnosis as a result
of working towaird this goal. Also, after achieving the goal
she will he more likely to agree to the hitewings.

The dentist plays an important part in helping each
patient move toward goals they have set together. Ilere are
several of the ways in %stile!' he may provide this aid:
AIDS THE DENTIST CAN PROVIDE

1. Give necessary information

Answering
questions

3. Performing

Helping to

5. Encouraging
the patient
to act

demonstrations

keep goals
in focus

6. Motivate the patient when
necessary

Suppose the dentist earefully follows the steps of the
educational process which we'ye discussed thus far. using
the ..ethods listed above to aid him in his teaching. Can he
he email' that his patients will learn?

No

Page 92
Page 91

YOUR ANSWER: Activity Provides the motivation
needed to achieve goals.
We said that there was little danger of inaction if needs
or goals provide strong enough motivation, but we said
nothing about activity itself providing the motivation.
Motivation to satisfy needs or achieve goals stems from
the needs or the goals themselves. Or it can come from the
artificial methods often used to spur a person on toward a
goal. Let's look at the diagram we gave you earlier:
NEED

This cycle shows that a need can motivate a person to
act to achieve a goal which in turn satisfies the need. Now
you f.:11ould have no difficulty in finding the correct answer.

Return to page 86 and try again.
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YOUR ANSWER: Yes, the dentist can be certain
that his patients will learn.
This would be fine if it really happened, but unfortunately,

learning is not assured by doing all the "right" things as
far as educational theory is concerned. However, most
patients will learn something most of the time; how long
they will retain it is a different matter.
Now please go ahead to page 94.
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YOUR ANSWER: Repetition and review aid in
reinforcing learning by making the material more
meaningful to the patient.
Not necessarily. Merely repeating or reviewing material
doesn't make it particularly more meaningful. But if the
material is meaningful in the first place, it is more likely to
be remembered.

Let's think about the dentist who likes to have his patients learn the name of each tooth. Ile teaches by using a
diagram of the teeth with proper descriptions and by having

each patient repeat the names until he has them memorized.

Since this specific material would probably have little
meaning for most patients, repetition wouldn't aid much in
reinforcing the learning. Nor would a review during a future
visit be of much help. In fact, a good many patients would
have a high rate of forgetting!
Return to page 94 and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: No the dentist cannot be certain
that his patients will learn.
True. However. most patients will learn something most
of the time; how long the% will retain it is a different matter.
naturally tend to forget a great deal of what we learn
and at a discouragingly rapid rate. To combat this inevitable problem. we sometimes try to reinforce learning by
repetition and review.

4

*tit POINT
WE'Quilif-MLNIS
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In many instances repetition and review are valuable in
the educational proees4. The dentist should encourage his
patients to **practice- new dental habits or new ways of
thinking about dental health. Such review at home and in
the dental ()thee mill often help patients retain their learning
for longer period. of time.
I low do riwtition and re% kw aid in reinforcing learning?
By making the material more meaningful
Mtge 1J3
to the pattern..
By helping the patient remember more of
..Page 96
the material
IS

eli mina in u She problem of forget ring . . Page 98

YOUR ANSWER: Dr. A is doing the most effective

job of reinforcing learning.
Are you sure? Let's look at the example again:

Dr. A asks Jasper to repeat the parts of a tooth

which he memorized for the dentist on the last visit.
Well repeat a statement we just made in our previous discussion of repetition and review:
"Review is more effective than mere repetition."

Merely asking Jasper to list the parts of a tooth is not
nearly as effective as relating this learning to a new situation. (In all probability, he won't be able to remember
them anywa%. Few dentists have patients with quiz-show
intelligence!)

To provide reinforcement. Dr. A could review the parts
of a tooth while talking about the functions of teeth, while
explaining why any break in the enamel must be repaired,
or while discussing why some people require more dental
treatment than others.
Return to page 96 and select a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER : Repetition and review aid in

reinforcing learning by helping the patient remember more of the material.
Yes. Reinforcement aids in retention of learning.
Good review includes the reteaching of old material in
order to gain new understanding or to clarify original learning. In this way review is more effective than mere repetition; review adds new dimensions or concepts as it reconsiders what has already been learned. In addition, review
can help to correct misconceptions gained in the original
yarning.

Rey.ew

Which dentist below is doing the most effective job of
reinforcing learning?

Dr. .1 asks Jasper to repeat the parts of
the tooth he memorized for the dentist
on the last visit.
Page 95
Dr. 11 explains the function of the dental

engine's bars and suction apparatus to
Oscar, a new patient
Page 99
Dr. C shows Hortense the proper brushing

technique on a model and asks her to
demonstrate it in her own mouth

Page 101

YOUR ANSWER: Evaluation is important for it
reinforces learning by indicating where the dentist's teaching has been weak.
We said that evaluation may help a dentist judge the
adequacy of his teaching, which certainly may show where
it has been weak. But how does this reinforce learning?
We've been talking about the patient as the learner, you'll
recall, and the dentist as the teacher. Naturally the dentist

may be learning as he teaches if so, evaluation might
reinforce his learning. llowever, the patient's learning will
hardly be reinforced by indications of the dentist's weaknesses in teaching.

Now evaluation itself can he an effective tool for reinforcing learning if used carefully. For example, it is difficult
to conduct a good review without first evaluating what has
already been learned. Both evaluation and review should

he continuous practices and consequently will often go
hand-in-hand.
Please return to page 101 and choose a bett, r answer.

YOUR ANSWER: Repetition and review aid in
reinforcing learning by eliminating the problem of
forget ting.
We didn't sa% anything about repetition and review
solving the forgetting problem. In fact, we said this was an
inevitable problem.

What we did say was that reinforcing learning bv using
the processes of repetition and review helps to combat
forgetting. Learning is retained for a longer period of time
when it is reviewed carefully. This review may consist of
simply repeating the material or of presenting the material
in a new wa%. The meaningfulness of the material learned
or the degree of learning both affect the rate of forgetting
also. The more thorough and satisfactory the learning, the
ss rapid the forgetting is likely to be.
However, having a patient repeat something which has
little meaning, such as names of various dental instruments,
is a waste of time. Ile will probably forget the names almost
as soon as he leaves the office, if not before!
Now return to page 94 and select the correct answer.

YOUR ANSWER: Dr. B is doing the most effective

job of reinforcing learning.
Let's look at the example again:

Dr. B explains the functions of the dental engine's
burs and suction apparatus to Oscar, a new patient.
The words "a new patient" tell you immediately that
Dr. 13 is doing some new teaching, not reinforcing previously

learned material by review. When Dr. B finished his explanation, he could ha% e asked Oscar if he had any questions. In answering Oscars questions then, the dentist

could review what he had already told him about the dental
engine, perhaps adding some new material or clearing up
any misconceptions from the first round.
We hope you see the difference now between teaching
new material and reinforcing what has already been learned.
Return to page 96 and choose another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: A dentist might base his evalua-

tions on what the patient says he has learned.
This would be a rather risky kind of evaluating. What a
person says he has learned and what he has actually learned
may well be two entirely different things!

For example, the patient who maintains that he has
learned the importance of gum massage but whose gingiva
is inflamed on several successive visits may be saying one

thing but doing another. The dentist could capitalize on
this opportunity for further teaching or for some reteaching.
Evaluation should indicate what actually has been learned,
not what the dentist hopes the patient has learned or what
the patient himself merely says he has learned.
Return to page 102 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: Dr. C is doing the most effective
job of reinforcing learning.
Right. He asked his patient to demonstrate what she had

just learned about brushing. thereby fixing the proper
technique more firmly in her mind.
The next step in the educa-

tional processevaluation
can aid in careful, systematic review. Evaluation is
an integral part of any
learning situation, for it is
the process by which dentist

and patient judge whether
or not goals are being attained. Here are several
functions of evaluation:

1. Helps the patient see what he has actually learned.
2. Gives the patient satisfaction if he's doing a good job.
3. Regulates motivation by providing encouragement
for progress or by showing the difference between
performance and goals.

1. Helps the dentist judge the adequacy of his teaching.
5. Helps to clarify or redefine goals.
We'll be discussing each of these functions shortly. but
firsta question. Why is evaluation so important?
It reinforres learning by indicating where
the dentist's teaching has been weak

Page 97

It shows if goals hare actually been
achieved

Page 102

It measures the effect ()f motivation on
the educational process

Page 101
101

YOUR ANSWER: Evaluation is important for it
shows if goals have actually been achieved.
Exactly. And this in turn indicates to the dentist and his
patient just what has been learned.
In other words, evaluation shows how successful the

educational process has been. This is important to the
dentist since he will usually be the one who guides the
evaluating. Ile can base his own evaluations on such things

as examining the patient's mouth. checking progress records. comparing oral conditions from cheek-up to check-up,
or conversing with the patient. It might be helpful to record

the patient's educational progress just as much as to note
his treatment progress.
The dentist's judgments of what the patient has achieved

as a result of the learning situations can then help him to
guide the patient in the evaluation process.
On what evidence below might a dentist base his evaluations?
On Whitt the patient says he has learned. Pag e 100
On haw successfully flue patient practices
Page 105
what he has &caned

On haw quickly the patient learned flue
Page 107
material tough

YOUR ANSWER: The following me thud might be

the best evaluation of Mrs. Grinston's learning:
Her satisfaction at having found the answer
to her breath odor problem.
Probubly not. This satisfaction may well be a byproduct
of her learning about materia alba, but it is hardly a good
evaluation of what she has actually learned.
Remember, when a person has learned, he puts his learn.
ing into practice. This observable practice can then serve
as a basis for evaluation, showing how far a patient has
gone toward reaching his goal. Stopping to evaluate progress
on the way to a goal can provide motivation for continuing.
Now return to page 105 and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: Evaluation is important for it
measures the effel.t of motivation on the educational process.
This was not one of the functions of evaluation which we
gave you. Here is the list again:

1. Helps the patient see what he has actually
learned.

2. Gives the patient satisfaction if he's doing

a

good job.

3. Regulates motivation by providing encouragement for progress or by showing the difference
between performance and goals.

(This is the only place we mentioned motivation in relation to evaluation.)
4. Helps, the dentist judge the adequacy of his
teaching.
5. Helps to clarify or redefine goals.

Notice that evaluation helps both dentist and patient.
Since the evaluating process shows what the patient has

learned, it also indicates whether or not the patient has
attained his goals. This is helpful to the patient as well as
to the dentist.
Return to page 101 and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: 4 dentist might base his evalua-

tions on how successfully the patient practices
what he has learned.
Right. Successful practice is a good test of learning
achievement, particular!y in the area of dental health.
Basing evaluation on this kind of evidence is much safer
than depending on what the patient says he has learned.
It is important that the patient himself be aware of his
progress. Frequent evaluation will help him see what he
has actually learned and where he still needs to keep working. Also, it provides a certain amount of satisfaction when
all is going sell. This in turn provides motivation in the
form of encouragement toward further progress.
Although the dentist may find it easier to do all the
evaluating himself, he should keep in mind that the patient
needs to share in the process. This might be accomplished

through discussion, by having the patient keep a daily
progress chart, or by pointing out the improvements of
mouth condition to the patient.

If Dr. Frank taught NIr. Grinston about materia alba
and how to control its accumulation, which method below
might he the best evaluation of her learning?

Her satisfaetion at hating ,found the
Page 103
answer to her breath odor problem.
Her interest in the topic, exhibited by the
Page 106
numerous questions she asked
absence of materia ulba in her month
snrcessire eisi t y

Page 108

105

OUR ANSWER: The following method might be
the best evaluation of Mrs. Grinston's learning:
Her interest in the topic, exhibited by the
numerous questions she asked.
An expression of interest doesn't necessarily denote
learning and thus does not provide a sound basis for evaluation.

Mrs. Grinston, for example. might have asked a great
number of questions in order to appear intelligent and alert
to Dr. Frank. Unless she puts her learning into practice by
doing something to control her accumulation of materia
ala. she probabis won't learn much. Merely asking question. won't help a person who doesn't follow through on
the answers.

(Inc .sa Dr. Frank could have been sure Mrs. Grinston
w as learning as he answered her questions was to do some
the conversation progressed. lle might have
asked her a few questions just to see how much she was
actually absorbing.

es ablating

There's a better way that both Dr. Frank and Mrs.
Grinston can evaluate her learnim. however. Return to
page 105 and find it.

YOUR ANSWER: A dentist might base his evalua-

tions on how quickly the patient learned the material taught.
Quickness or ease of learning usually doesn't provide a
sound basis for evaluating what has actually been learned.
We suggest basing evaluation on such things as actual
examination of the patient's mouth, conversation with the

patient about the areas of dental health covered in the
teaching, or comparisons of oral conditions from visit to
visit. Keeping a close cheek on the patient's progress record, as well as noting his educational progress can he additional aids to the dentist as lw attempts to evaluate what
the patient has learned.
Return to page 102 _and choose the correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: The following method might be
the best evaluation of Mrs. Grinston's learning:
The absence of materia alba in her mouth
on successive visits.
Correct. Both Dr. Frank and Mrs. Grinston could see
that she had applied her learning by brushing thoroughly
immediately after eating and by eating detergent foods.

Now if Mrs. Grinston had returned with materia alba
still in evidence, Dr. Frank might well stop to evaluate his
own teaching effectiveness. This is another important function of evaluation, you'll recall, helping the dentist to judge
the adequacy of his own teaching.
Occasionally, no matter how hard the dentist may try,
there will be no results. Teachers in every field have this
experience. Ile shouldn't he discouraged by this, for it is
certain to happen; rather, he should continue to evaluate
his own teaching for improvements.
According to the discussion above, why should the dentist
make use of personal evaluation of h6 teaching?
To determine how effeotive his teaching
has been
Page 110
To judge how much he has learned about
teaching
Page 112
To deride what new material he should
teach

To measure what his patients have
learned about dental helath

lo8

Page 116

Careful evaluation by dentist and patient may also help
to clarify or define goals. If an original goal has not been
achieved, it is wise to try other methods aimed at reaching
that goal.
Here is the circle of learning that we showed you earlier.
NEED

Note please go ahead to page 111.
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YOUR ANSWER: The dentist should make use of

personal evaluation of his teaching to determine
how effectise his teaching has been.
Right. Evaluation ma eertatinh be used for the other
three reasons as well, but me were emphasizing the dentist's
omn measurement of his teaching.
Now plos continue by turning Lurk to page 1(19.

Here is the first part of the circle. The need is for clean,

healthy teeth, and Dr. Frank's first teaching method in.
olyes the use of a picture to slam the correct method of
toothhruhing.

NE ED

I4Z711111.40.

Striving
k Teaching Method 'I)

ACTIVITY

In this case, toothbrushing is the desired
Cheek your answer on page 113.
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YOUR ANSWER: The dentist should make use of

personal evaluation of his teaching to judge how
much he has learned about teaching.
Although this may well be a byproduct of evaluation, this
is not what we had in mind when we asked the question.

Our discussion, you'll recall, centered on the dentist's
use of evaluation to judge the effectiveness of his teaching
methods, not on what he might have learned about teaching.
Since evaluation should be a continuous process, the dentist
will probably be carrying on two kinds of evaluation simultaneouslyevaluating what his patient has learned and how
effective he was in teaching the patient. This is in addition,
of course, to all the evaluating the dentist does as a practitioner.
We hope ou see how important evaluation can he to the
dentist. Now return to page 108 and choose the correct
answer.

in this case, toothbrushing is the desired activity.
Here is some more of the circle of learning. Dr. Frank
evaluates his teaching efforts and finds that further teaching
needs to be done. So he goes On to another teaching method,
this time demonstrating proper toothbrushing with a brush
and model.

Now please go ahead to page 115.

113

YOUR ANSWER: The dentist should make use of
personal evaluation of his teaching to decide what
new material he should teach.
This might certainly be a useful function of evaluation,
but the word personal denotes a particular type of evaluation.
Our discus-ion, .% 001 recall. centered on the demises use
of evaluation to make decisions about his teaching. particu-

larly in the area of affecting his patients' progress. The
material he chooses to teach ma well be the result of some

sort of ('valuation, but urge been talking about how the
dentist uses the material or how he presents it to the patient.

This determines its effectiveness in most cases. Honest
evaluating will help the dentist to improve his own teaching
effectiveness considerably.
Return to page 108 now and choose another answer.
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After teaching method #2, Mr. Grinston again practices

the desired activity. lie then returns to Dr. Frank for

Please cheek your answer on page 117.
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YOUR ANSWER: The dentist should make use of

personal evaluation of his teaching to measure
what his patients have learned about dental health.

Of course the dentist evaluates what his patients have
learned, but this is not what we had in mind when we used.
the term personal evaluation.
Our discussion centered on the dentist himself and how
he might use evaluation techniques to judge his own teaching. This is just as important a function of evaluation as
judging what the patient has learned. In a way the dentist's
honest appraisal of himself as a teacher can well determine
what the patient will learn in the future. As we know from
experience, a cool -eyed evaluation of one's past efforts is
often the first step toward future improvements.
We're sure you will have little difficulty in selecting the

correct answer now. Please return to page 108 and try
again.

l 16

After learning and practice, Mr. Grinston returns to Dr.
Frank for evaluation.
This time Mr. Grinston exhibits a clean set of teeth, and
he has the satisfaction of having achieved his original goal.

NEED
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(Teaching Method 111)
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ACTIVITY

GOAL

7:7
EVALUATION

Now please continue on page 118.
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If the original goal has been achieved, the educational
experience may he eonsidered complete. Or. as frequently
happens, the achievement of one goal ma', lead to the setting
up of additional goals.
We hope you can see how important this step of evaluation is to the educational proeess. It can actually be used
with each of the other steps from recognizing needs to
reinforcing changes. In addition. evaluation provides direction for both dentist and patient as they proceed through
the educational process.
Let's take a quick reviet% of these steps.
Please go to the next page.

Summary
The following summar% can help Ntnt reinforce sour

n

learning about the steps in the educational process before
you tackle a test over the same material. Keep in mind that
ac+ learning situation won't follow these steps in enact
sequence (for example. steps 3 and are often rever!.:1).
but most situations will include all seven of the steps in
some form. Tr% to recall the discussion on each step as you
review.

Step I

RecoAnizini: needs: dentist recognizes educational

needs as lw cheeks for treatment needs; helps
patient to recognize own needs.
Step 2 Expressing needs: dentist records educational
heeds and helps patient to state his Own needs.
Step 3-- Stimulating motivation: motivation arouses and

maintains interest; dentist may appeal to inner
needs or use artificial stimuli.

Step 4- Setting pals: may be short-range or long-range
guides to activity: must be meaningful. attractive. attainable: can provide motivation; should
be based on needs.

Step 5- Acting to achieve goals: aetivit is necessary to
learning: activity should he directed toward
specific goals.

Step 6- Reinfoming learning: review and repetition aid in
retention of learning.
results: aids in judging what patient.
Step I-has learned and how effective the dentist's teaching has been; clarifies or defines goals.
Non. go ahead to page 120 to begin
seven steps in the educational proeeus.

a short test nrer

these

Review Test
Carefully read the statements in each of the following
A

groups. Pick out the one false statement in each group; then
jot down the answer letters on a piece of paper. When you
have completed the test, you mas check your answers on

page 12.
1. Pick out the one false statement:
A. Needs are driving forces that prompt a person
to act.

B. Learning takes place between the arousal of
need and the setting of goals.

C. The process of learning is continual and millti

1). Learning occurs as a person attempts to satisfy
his needs.

2. Pick out the one false statement:
A. All needs are conscious.
B. 'Felling a person what he needs may convince
him that a behavior change is desirable.
C. Expressing needs helps to pinpoint them for
dentist and patient.
1). Recording educational needs can he as important as recording treatment needs.
Please go to the next page.
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3. Pick out the one false statement:
A. Goals should be set by the dentist.

B. Motivation stimulates a person to act on his
needs.

C. Motivation is a fundamental part of every
learning situation.
D. Moth ation may be artificial or built-in.

4. Pick out the one false statement:
A. Needs may provide motivation.
B. Goals may provide motivation.

C. Learning takes place only when a person is
motivated by his needs.

D. Patients rarely learn without some kind of
motivation.

5. Pick out the one false statement:
A. Motivation arouses and maintains interest.

B. Short-range goals are less remote and more
easily attained.

C. Long-range goals are usually more attractive
to the patient.
D. Goals should be attractive and attainable in
order to 1w meaningful.
Please go to the next page.
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Pick out the one false statement:

A. Goal-directed activity is oveessary to learning.
B. Repetition and re% km aid in the retention of
learning.
Reinforcement of learning reduees the problem
of forgetting.

D. Careful attention to educational theory assures
learning.

l'iek out the one false statement:
A. Evaluation determines whether goals are being
attained.
Effective teaching can be determined h evalu

t. Evaluation e.hows how successful the educational process has been.
D. Evaluating should be done solely by the dentist.
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Section II
Now that we have an idea of the steps included within
the educational process, were ready to examine the various
factors which constantly influence it. First we'll consider
those factors relating to the patient' capacity to learn.
Since each patient is a unique entity. it becomes extremely important for the dentist to be aware that individual differences do exist and that these differences strongly

affect the patient's learning capacity. An obvious difference, for example, is that of age. The dentist would teach a
child differently from an adult, or a young woman differently from a middle-aged man, though he might be discussing the same subject with each. Even patients of the same
a. will differ a groat de'al physically, mentally, emotionally,

and socially and will naturally vary in their reactions,
interests, and abilities.

to'

Mean, go to the next page.
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The following factors are some that influence learning on
anv age level: physical and emotional well-being, tempera-

ment, interests, attitude toward learning, sex, racial or
national origin, home environment, economic level, and
past experiences. We can't adequately cover this entire list
of factors, so well concentrate on those particularly important for the dentist to recognize.
Why is it important for the dentist to be aware of individual differences?

They make people respond in unpredictable frays..
Page 126

They increase a patient's rapacity to
learn
They influence learning

12

Page 128
Page 130

YOUR ANSWER: Home background influences
learning by providing identical environments for
each member of the family.
Home background certainly does have a great influence
on learning, but not for the reason given above.
Vite said, you'll recall, that the home environment is not
identical for every member of a family. The physical surroundings may often he the same, but the psychological
circumstances differ greatly. Different personalities account
for a lot of the variety. We have all known of families that

produced a distinguished doctor--and a "distinguished"
black sheep as well! Then too, a 'i'amily's needs, economic
level, and general social circumstances frequently change
over a long period of time. Children of various ages will
then grow up under very different home conditions.
Please return to page 130 and choose a correct statement.
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YOUR ANSWER: It is important for the dentist
to be aware of individual differences, for they make
people respond in unpredictable Ytays.
That they may do. but this isn't the main reason that
the dentist should recognize the various factors.
This answer actually echoes the question. We could ask:
by
it important for the dentist to be aware
that people are different?

and still expect you to choose another answer. Thinking
about these factors and their relationship to anv person's
capacity to learn might help you. But we should keep in
mind that. each patient. even those of the same are and
sex. will differ greatly. in a number of areas, all of which
seem to affect learning!
Now return to page 124 and choose a better answer.

l'OUR ANSWER: Environmental eonditions affect
the way a person behalves as well as what and how
he learns.
on passes a host of other
influences, all of which help to determine a person"s present

Bight. The term environment em

livbavior and his learning potential.
Because environment exerts such influence upon learning.
it will naturally affect the attitude each patient has toward
oral health. This is particularly true because most health
habits are deeply rooted within a culture, and people usually react in terms of their culture (customs, skills, ideas.
'y alues ).

For example. people in lower economic and social groups
tend to neglect their teeth. partly because of low income
and partly because the idea of preventive rare is so foreign
to their vulture. Patients from some cultural backgrounds
consider retention of teeth unimportant or may even prefer
dentures. On the other hand, patients who are a part of a
cultural group that values gene; al good health and a good
appearance as well will tend to have more favorable attitudes toward oral health.
Please go ahead to page 132.
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YOUR ANSWER: It is important for the dentist to
he aware of individual differences, for they increase
a patient's capacity to learn.
Are you guessing? We said these various factors have an
influence on a patient's learning capacity, but we did not
say they increased this capacity.
In fact, many of the factors SSe mentioned might just as
easily decrease learning capacity. For example, the patient

with physical ailments may well be diflkult to interest in
learning about dental health. His capacity for learning will
be impaired if his mind is occupied by his physical problems.
The dentist will have to take this into consideration as he

attempts to teach. Otherwise, he is likely to become frustrated by the lack of patient response to his most skillful
efforts!

Return to page 124 and try another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: The terms "environment" and
"home background" can be used interchangeably,
for both exert influence upon a person's learning.
You'll run into diflicult if you regard these terms as
synonymous because environment is a much broader term
than home background.

A person's total environment includes his home and
family influences, plus any outside influences exercised by
his school, friends, church, clubs, and neighborhood. The
home still remains the most important part of the average
person's environment, however, since it tends to shape
attitudes and fundamental approaches to life, behavior
tendencies. and personality growth.
If you use the term home environment, you would be safer,
for that differentiates it from other environment. Of course
all environment exerts influence upon a person's learning.
And that should give you a clue to the correct statement.
Return to page 130 and find it.

129

YOUR ANSWER: It is important for the dentist
to be aware of individual differences, for they influence learning.
Correct. A person's environment influences his present
behavior, his physical, mental, emotional, and social development, and his learning potential. The patients who
appear
the dental office have been shaped by a number
of conditions We lump together as environment.

Interestingly enough, members of the same family tend
to experience different environments. Their temperaments
vary. making them react differently and causing others to
regard them differently. In addition, persons naturally
respond differently to the same environmental circumstances due to various psychological conditions at work on
them.

Choose the correct statement below
Home background influences learning by
proriding identical en viro men is for eaeh
Page 125
member of the family
Environmental conditions affect the way
a person behaves as well ox what owd how
Page 127
he learns

The terms "environment" and "home
background" can be used interchange-

ably, for both exert infhtenee upon a
person's learning
13u

Page 129

YOUR ANSWER: The dentist should determine a

patient's attitudes about dental health by considering the economic part of a patient's environment.
This isn't ahszts soimd, although sonic dentists may
base a good deal of their appraisal of a patient on his economic level alone.

Of course the dentist will want to take this part of a
patient's environment into consideration, for this is an area
which frequently affects the dental educational process.
The danger lies in excluding other parts of a patient's environment, such as his racial or national origin, his temperament, his interests, or even his general health.
Since low income legal probably heads the list of deterrents to dental care, some dentists assume that low income
will be associated with lack of interest. This isn't necessarily
true, although the culture of many low income groups does
place little value on dental
Return to page 132 and select the correct answer.
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11 hen the dentist has patients who %%mil take his sug.
gestions seriously or follow his recommendations, he must
keep in mind that they are often simply behaving in keeping
with their own particular culture.
How should the dentist determine a patient's attitudes
about dental health?

By considering the economic part of a
1Nitient'.i environment

By considering the patie Ws total en-

Page 131

al

riron meat
Page
By considering the patient apart from his
environment
Page 136

132

YOUR ANSWER: I)r. Frank will probably base hia
understanding of Grinston's attitude toward
X-rays on Grinston's anxiety about the added cost
of X-rays.
Not necessarily . Grinston's obvious anxiety' about having

to pay for something he doesn't think at all necessary might
well indicate an attitude problem to Dr. Frank.

Not until I)r. Frank begins tO question Grinston, how.
ever, is he likely to discover facts about Grinston's past
dental experiences and thus increase his own understanding,
Only then can the dentist do some effective teaching about
-rays, their function in diagnosis, and the reason for their

extra cost. Now it's possible, of course, that Grinston will
not be at all receptive to education about roentgenography,
depending upon his past experience and possibly upon how
much the added expense really bothers him. Hopefully,
Dr. Frank's effectiveness as a teacher (another factor which
influences learning. You'll recall) will help Grinston tO
modify his attitude about X-rays.
Please return to page 134 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: The dentist should determine 'a
patient's attitudes about dental health by considering the patient's total environment.
Yes. or as many aspects of it as possible, since environment shapes attitudes and influences future learning.

Another important factor that affects learning is past
experience. This too determines attitudes, interests, reactions, and habits. Tlw dentist is particularly concerned
with One aspect of this factor, that of the patient's past
dental experience. If his experiences have been pleasant, the

patient is likely to be receptive to dental education. But,
if he has had sonic unpleasant experiences, his anxiety is
likel to block his attentiveness and understanding and may
even cause rejection of the dentist's attempts to teach.
Let's consider an example. Nlr. Grinston had previously
been treated by a dentist who seldom employed roentgenograph . When Dr. Frank mentiolis X-rays, Grinston objects
on the basis of cost, saying that he has never needed them
before. Now Dr. Frank has an education problem: to con-

vince Grinston that X-rays are sometimes necessary for
accurate diagnosis and that the dentist is not merely trying
to increase his income.

On what will Dr. Frank probably base his understanding
of Grinston's attitude toward X-ras?
(Ire Grinston's anxiety about the added
rust of .\-rays
Page 133

Gristo's interest in learning about
.\ -rays

Page 137

Grinston's statement about his previous dental rare

134

Page 139

YOUR ANSWER: Yes, the entire Grinston family

will learn the same things about the process of
cavity preparation.
If you really believe this. perhaps we had better review
quickly what we've been saying about individual differences.

Every person's learning ability is different, including
,
members of the same family. You
know from your own
experiences that families can vary widely in their abilities

thinking and reasoning, in temperament, in
memory. And we pointed out earlier, even the family
in

in

environment differs from time to time.

\ow if Dr. Frank teaches each Grinston exactly the
same thing about cavity preparation, each person will learn
and remember in relation to his need, his innate learning

abilit:, his environment, and his past experiences. Mr.
might remember nothing past how much each
Grinst
tereas his daughter may be concerned
only about how mans
rations will show when she
smiles. Mrs. Grinston may woo ry so much about the pain
involved in the drilling that she can't learn, while Gary
might become interested in the instruments used in the
process rather than in the process itself.

cavity

ost,

You can see that individual differences will always affect

the kind and amount of learning, even within the same
family. Please return to page 139, review the material if
necessary, and choose another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: The dentist should determine a

patient's attitude about dental health by considering the patient apart from his environment.
Is this really possible? A person is the product of heredity

and his environment, and therefore cannot be separated
from either.
Since a person's attitudes are affected by his environment,
it will he impossible for the dentist to determine any patient's

attitudes about dental health without considering some of

the factors making up that environment. Of course the
more he converses with the patient, the more he is likely
to learn about background, culture, economics, interests,
temperament, and in turn, about dental health attitue.
We hope ou understand why this answer is incorrect.
Please return to page 132 now and choose a better answer.

136

YOUR ANSWER: Dr. Frank will probably base his
understanding of Grinston's attitude toward

X-rays on Grinston's interest in learning about
X-rays.

But we don't know that Grinston has expressed any such
interest. All we know is that Grinston has objected to the
X-rays on the basis of cost. If finances are a real problem

to him, he is more likely to be thinking of money rather
than of what he wants to learn about X-raysthose things
he doesn't feel are necessary anyway!

As Dr. Frank converses with Grinston, the facts about
his past dental experiences will likely come to light. Knowing

why Grinston feels X-rays are an unnecessary expense
should help Dr. Frank immensely in teaching effectively
about the function of roentgenograp!ly in diagnosis and the

reasons for the extra cost. Of course Grinston can learn,
whether he is interested in the si.bject or not. Just pointing
out that X-rays aid in better dental treatment, thereby
reducing extra visits, might appeal to him.
were sure you will be able to find the correct answer
now. Return to page 134 and try again.
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YOUR ANSWER: The quality of teaching the dentist has had in the past is likely to have the strongest effect on his teaching effectiveness.
Not necessarily, though the dentist's past educational
experiences will certainly affect the way he himself will
teach.
However, past experience is only one factor which influ-

ences a patient's learning capacity or a dentist's teaching
effectiveness. What about the dentist's own innate abilities?
temperament?his environment? All of these factors

play an important part in making him the kind of person
he is and, in turn, the kind of chairside teacher he becomes.
Now return to page 140 and select a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: Dr. Frank will probably base his
understanding of Grinston's attitude toward
X-rays on Grinston's statements about his previous
dental care.
Right. Discussing past dental experience is a good way
to get the patient to reveal his present attitudes toward
dental treatment or dental education.
In addition to these external factors that influence learning, every individual has unique innate characteristics, such
as his native intelligence (I.Q.) and his ability to learn and
remember, which are determined by heredity. Environment
is so closely associvted with heredity that it is often difficult
to separate the two, for a person's total abilities determine

what he takes from his environment as well as how he
changes his behavior as a result of his past experiences.

Since the dentist can contribute only to the patient's
environment, we won't go into detail about the aspects of
heredity . We are merely pointing out that individuals do
differ in their learning ability. The dentist will be most
likely to note this in a patient by observing his memory,
vocabulary, ability to think abstractly or to recognize
similarities and differences, and ability to reason and
understand.
If Dr. Frank teaches the entire Grinston family about
the process of cavity preparation, will the five people involved learn the same things?
es
A0

Possibly

Page 135
Page 110
Page 112
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YOUR ANSWER: No, the entire Grinston family

will not learn the same things about the process
of cavity preparation.
Correct. Individual differences in innate learning aility,
environment. past experiences, and need account for many
of the variations in kind and amount of learning. It is highly
unlikely that any two people will learn the same thing, or
learn in the same way from the same experience, even those
within a close-knit family group.
Just as the factors we have been discussing make each

patient unique, so the dentist's own environment, past
experiences, and innate characteristics will make him
unique. This in turn will influence his teaching effectiveness.
For example, the dentist's past experience in being taught

ma% well have a direct bearing on his own teaching. If he
learned from his own educational experiences, he will probably try some of the same methods in teaching his patients.
Certainly, if he felt dissatisfied with the traditional teaching
methods used in educating him, he will want to try different
techniques with his own "students."
Which of the following is likely to have the strongest
effect on the dentist's teaching effectiveness?
The quality of teaching he has had ha lite
Page 138
past

The individual dUrerences of his pa-

tiets

Page 111

The factors which litre made him a
distinct individual

I to

Page 116

YOUR ANSWER: The dentist might best indicate
his mastery of subject matter by keeping pamphlets on all new developments in dentistry available
for answering patients' questions.
This is one way of contributing to patient education, but

how does it indicate that the dentist has mastered the
material contained in the pamphlets? In all probability, he
hasn't taken time to read most of them!
Patients may find pamphlets or other reading material
helpful in explaining certain dental problems. But many
problems should be explained orally. ,so the dentist will

mama, want to keep up on technical developments as
yyeli as on new ideas for better patient education. Since
patients expect the dentist to be an authority in the field
of dentistry, this will involve a certain amount of extra
study on his part in order to keep up his image.
Now return to page 146 and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: Possibly the entire Grinston
family will learn the same things about the process
of cavity preparation.
It will be very unusual for five persons to learn exactly
the same information, even if they do belong to the same
family.

Individual differences in innate learning ability, in temperament. in environment, in past experiences, and in need
all contribute to produce variations in kind and amount of
learning.
If Dr. Frank teaches each Grinston exactly the same thing

about cavit preparation, the learning and remembering
might go something like this:

Mr. Grinstonremembers nothing past how much
each cavity will cost.
Mrs. Grinston- -worries about the pain involved in
the drilling so much that she doesn't learn anything.

Garylearns about the process Dr. Frank is
explaining.

Grindl learns that none of the restorations will
show when she smiles.

Gregbecomes more interested in the instruments
Dr. Frank is using than in the process itself.
We hope you see how individual differences do affect
learning, even within the same family. Please return to
page 139 now, review the material if necessary, and choose
the correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: The dentist might best indicate

his mastery of subject matter by setting up a
teaching machine in the waiting room for patient
education on new developments in dentistry.
We agree that this might well contribute to patient
education, but a teaching machine doesn't indicate that
the dentist himself has a mastery of the new developments
in his field. His patients may become better informed than
he is in -some areas!

Most dentists try to keep up on technical developments.
theories, and even new ideas in patient education in dentistry
as a matter of course. Let us remind you, however, that
just **keeping up" in a cursory manner doesn't necessarily
develop a mastery of the subject. Since patients expect the

dentist to be an authority in the field of dentistry, they
may quickly recognize a lack of knowledge, background, or
interest and might lose confidence in such a person.

We hope you see how important a mastery of subject
matter can be. Please return to page 146 and choose a better
answer.

YOUR ANSWER: The individual differences of the

dentist's patients are likely to have the strongest
effect on his teaching effectiveness.
Certainly the dentist will adjust his teaching to his patients' individual differences, thereby making his teaching
more effective for each one. However, there are other influences which have an even stronger effect on his teaching.
We pointed out, ou'll recall, that the factors which influence a patient's learning capacity also influence the dentist's

effectiveness as a teacher. These factors include innate
ability, temperament. past experiences, and environment.
If these factors are such strong determiners of what a patient
will learn, then they should have just as much influence on

how a dentist will teach and how well he will reach his
patients.
Return to page 140 and select the correct answer.

YOUR ANSWER: The dentist might best indicate
his mastery of subject matter by keeping abreast
of new developments in the field of dentistry and

by making use of educational principles in his
teaching.
Right. Being able to discuss any aspect of dentistry with
his patients and helping them learn in the process indicates
to them the dentist's mastery of his subject.
One main difficulty in keeping up with new developments
as well as in trying to educate patients is the time involved.

The educational process does take time time which is
often at a premium in the dental office. Thus the dentist
who is really concerned about educating his patents in
addition to treating them has to plan carefully where he
ran fit the education into the time allotted each patient.
Of course each dentist will use different methods, but
here are some basic suggestions:
1. Allow more time per patient if possible.
2. Discuss dental subjects instead of sports events.

politics. or other unrelated topics with the
patient.

3. Have auxiliary personnel aid in the teaching
process.

4. Supplement oral teaching with material for the
patient to read at home.
Now read the statement below carefully, deciding whether
it is true or false.
The time factor affects both the quality and the
quantity of the dentist's teaching.
True
False

Page 10
Page 1.50
145

YOUR ANSWER: The factors which have made the

dentist a distinct individual are likely to have the
strongest effect on his teaching effectiveness.
Ves. the dentist's own abilities. background, and past
experiences Ilan*. made him the kind of person he is. These
factors will naturally
influence his effectiveness

as

a

teacher.
influencing

Another
factor is the dentist's
/

11,1

mastery of the subject
matter he will be teaching. Mastery includes

the ability to organize
and adapt the material
to individual patients

as well as the ability to
communicate this materia: to the patient.
Patients look to the dentist as an authority in his field,

and so he should be. In order to teach effectively, the
dentist must be prepared to answer his patients' questions

on any phase of dentistry, from fluoridation to electric
toothbrushes. relating the information to the patients' own
dental health as often as possible.
How might the dentist best indicate his master of subject matter?
By keeping pamphlets on all new developets in dentistry available for
Page III
answering patients' question.;
By setting up a teaching machine in the
waiting room for patient education on
new developments in dentistry
Page 113
By keeping abreast of new developments

in the field of dentistry and making use
uf educational principles in his teaching

Page 145

YOUR ANSWER: The new factor is "time available

for teaching."
We discussed time previously and only mentioned it
again to point out that the dentist concerned about teaching
will find the time to do it.
If you will take time to review when you return, you will

discover that the new factor joins the others we have already listed:

1. The dentist's own environment, past experiences, and
innate characteristics.
2. The dentist's mastery of his subject matter.
3. The time available for patient education.
Each factor affects the dentist's teaching directly.
Now return to page 148 and choose the correct answer.

147

YOUR ANSWER: The statement is true.
Right. The time available for patient education has to
he utilized carefully in order to assure that neither quality
nor quantity will suffer.
Since most people tend to make time for the things they
really want to do, the dentist who is genuinely .concerned
about patient education will he no exception. His interest
will spur him on to keep up with new developments in his
field, to develop varied education techniques, and to find
the time for putting them into practice.

On the other hand, if the dentist isn't interested in edu.
eating his patients or doesn't think it is important, any
attempts he does make at teaching will probably be half.
hearted and ineffective. For example. this type of dentist
might resort to delivering the same information in the
same way to every patient regardless of individual differenceF. His hit-or miss methods may be successful occasion-

ally, but on the whole his teaching would not be very
effective.

What new factor have we been discussing as another aid
to the dentist's effectiveness as a teacher?
Tinge available for teaching
Interest in. teaching

Page 147
Page 151

Attention to new dental developments
and individual differences

148

Page 153

YOUR ANSWER: Emotional atmosphere is a critical factor in the educational process, for it increases

the probability of learning.

You're considering only one side of the question. The
emotional atmosphere between a dentist and his patient
can certainly be an aid to learning but only if the atmosphere is one conducive to making the patient feel at ease.
An atmosphere in which fear, anxiety, or tension is prevalent is more likely to decrease the probability of learning
and is thus detrimental to the learning process. A patient,
for example, who is so apprehensive about the pain that
might be involved in a visit to the dentist is not apt to be
very interested in learning about dental health.
since a person's behavior is often controlled by his emotions, his learning is bound to be affected by the kind of
emotional atmosphere that is created by his own attitudes
or by the dentist's actions.
Return to page 151 and choose a better answer now.
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YOUR ANSWER: The following statement is false:

The time factor affects both tne quality and
quantity of the dentists teaching.
Let's think about this statement again. We listed time as
one of the factors relating to the dentist's teaching effectiveness, saying that the wise dentist will take this factor
into consideration.

It stands to reason that both the quality and quantity
of teaching will necessarily he affected by the amount of
time the dentist allows for educating his patients. A dentist
who spends little time in teaching will be likely to produce
neither quality nor quantity. And spending considerable
time in patient education does not assure quality. Real
quality of teaching depends upon a number of factors, all
of which can influence teaching effectiveness.
We're going to discuss another of these factors now.
Please continue by turning bark to page 118.
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YOUR ANSWER: The new factor is "interest in
teaching."
Yes, the dentist's concern in providing patient education
will prompt him to make time available for teaching. It will
also encourage him to give attention to new dental developments and to individual differences in his patients.

Now let's turn our

attention to another set
of factors, those which
affect the communication between dentist
and patient in a teaching-learning situation.
One such factor, and a
critical one at that,
we'll

call

emotional

atmosphere. This is a
rather intangible thing
which does a great deal to help or to hinder the teachinglearning process. Undirected emotional anxiety, for example,
decreases efficiency in learning, while a sense of success and
security tends to increase the probability of learning. (We

say undirected emotional anxiety because no learning is
accomplished without some kind of anxiety.)

There are several factors which directly influence the
emotional atmosphere between a dentist and his patient.
We'll discuss these soon. But first: Why does emotional
atmosphere seem to be such a critical factor in the educational process?
It increases the probability of learning. Page 1.19
It influences the dentist's teaching effec..Page 152
tireness
It directly qffects learning efficiency.... Page al
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YOUR ANSWER: Emotional atmosphere is a criti-

cal factor in the educational process, for it influences the dentist's teaching effectiveness.

Although this is a possibility, it is not the reason emotional
atmosphere is so critical to the learning process.

Any kind of teaching is affected by the atmosphere that
develops between teacher and learner. This would be par-

ticularly true in a dental situation where the teaching is
eonducted on such an individual basis. However, we discussed the influence of emotional atmosphere on the communication between dentist and patient and thus in turn on
the patient's learning. In a sense, the emotional atmosphere
can actually control the kind and amount of learning which
takes place. This is what makes it so critical to the educational process.
Now return to page 151 and choose the correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: The new factor is "attention to
new dental developments and individual differences."'
These two factors certaink have a great deal to do with a
dentist's teaching effectiveness, but we've discussed both of
them previously.
Here are the specific items we've covered which relate to
the dentist's teaching:

I. The dentist's own environment, past experiences,
and innate characteristics.
2. The dentist's mastery of his subject matter.
3. The time available for patient education.
Of course, taking individual differences into consideration
is important also. We talked about this under factors relating to the patient's capacity to learn.
Now return to page 148 and choose the correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: Emotional atmosphere is a critical factor in the educational process, for it directly
affects learning efficiency.
That is correct. The emotional atmosphere can very
definitely control the kind and the amount of learning done
by the patient.
One influence shaping the emotional atmosphere is the
way the patient and the dentist feel about themselves, for

this affects the way each feels about other people with
hom they come in contact. If a person is an insecure, frustrated type of individual, he will probably fear other people
and act accordingly; the atmosphere he creates about him
is likely to be one of tension, fear, distrust, or indifference.
In contrast, the secure, well-adjusted individual who

respects himself will probably respect other people and
have a real interest in them. The atmosphere he creates is
likely to he one of freedom, sincerity, warmth, and understar ling. Of course it is this latter atmosphere which creates
a

avorable climate for learning in any kind of situation,

and the dental office is no exception.
According to this theory, who actually creates the emotional atmosphere in the dental office?
The dentist
The patient
Both dentist and patient
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Page 136
Page 158

Page 160

YOUR ANSWER: The dentist's development of
good teaching techniques.
No, this is not the factor we have been discussing, although

it is important that the dentist be aware of teaching methods.

Let's review briefly. We've been talking about how critical

the emotional atmosphere between dentist and patient can

be to the teaching-learning process. A warm, friendly,
relaxed atmosphere fosters a certain freedom of communication which is essential. Conversely, a tense, cold, unfriendl

atmosphere will be detrimental both to teaching and to
learning.
While the dentist and his patient both contribute to setting

the emotional atmosphere. the dentist has the responsibility
of controlling the situation as much as possible. He is able
to do this in a number of ways. As you return to page 160
to choose
another answer, review the possibilities we men.
tioned.
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YOUR ANSWER: The dentist actually creates the
emotional atmosphere in the dental office.
You're half right! The dentist's feelings about himself
and about the patient in the chair play a big part in setting
the emotional tone for learning.
But what about the patient? The way he regards himself,

as well as his feelings about the dentist and the dental
office, can be just as important in creating the emotional
atmosphere. If he comes to the office feeling secure and
respected, the chances of his learning about dental health
are far greater than if he arrives feeling fearful, anxious, or
under tension.

The ideal teaching situation occurs when both participants, teacher and learner, are emotionally stable people.
But remember, this is the ideal. Most tunes the dentist will
have to do some additional work to create a more favorable emotional atmosphere than the one which naturally
exists.

Please return to page 154 and select the complete answer.
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1 OUR ANSWER: The dentist's recognition of the
importance of a good emotional atmosphere.
The dentist may recognize the importance of this factor
to the communication between himself and his patient and
still not do anything about it.

We are interested in your choosing an answer which
restates the factor we just discussedthe one which has to
do with establishing a good patient relationship. The dentist
has the responsibility of controlling the atmosphere. He is

able to do this in a number of ways, particularly by his
attitude toward the patient. This in turn paves the way
for better communication, an essential characteristic of the
teaching-learning process.
Nom return to page 160 and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: The patient actually creates the
emotional atmosphere in the dental office.
You're half right! The patient's feeling about himself
and about the dentist or dental office in general play a big
part in setting the emotional tone for his own learning.
But what about the dentist? The way he regards himself

and his patient can be just as important in creating the
emotional atmosphere. If he feels secure and respected, he is
more likely to he able to make his patient feel at ease, which
in turn. will increase his teaching effectiveness.

Of course, the ideal teaching situation is more apt to
occur when both participants, teacher and learner, are
emotional!, stable people. But remember, this is the ideal.
Most times the dentist will have to do some additional work
to create a more favorable emotional atmosphere than the
one which naturally exists.
Please return to page 154 and select the complete answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: The dentist's interest in and
concern for his patients.
Yes, the dentist's attitude helps to set the emotional
atmosphere, thus determining the kind of communication
between himself and his patients.
The patient will probably absorb no new information and
attitudes or develop any new habits and skills until he feels
at ease. If his attention
is focused on his own
anxiety, for example,
he won't be in any

frame of mind to con-

centrate on what the
dentist might be trying
to teach him.
Most people are
quick to sense insin-

cerity, forced cheerfultam. and attention, or impatience. If the dentist thinks to

himself, "I hate to listen to some patients talk so I stick
something in their mouths to keep them quiet!" or "I don't
intend to waste my time explaining things to patients who
won't understand anyway," he will not he fooling many
patients when he makes a pretense of teaching. He might
as well not "waste his time!"

How to you rate emotional atmosphere as a factor in
the communication between dentist and patient?

Important....
Critical..
Worth consideration

Page 161
Page 163
Page 165
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YOUR ANSWER: Both dentist and patient create
the emotional atmosphere in the dental office.
Right, 14 both come to the meeting conditioned by
their individual characteristics, their past experiences, and

their attitudes about themselves and others. Therefore,
both inevitably contribute to the atmosphere of the teaching-learning situation.
The dentist, however, can control the atmosphere a great

deal. It is actually up to him to establish the kind of an
atmosphere in which he and his patient reel free to communicate with one another. This freedom increases- the
effectiveness of any teaching or learning that takes place.
In other words. the dentist attempts to establish a good
patient relationshipsomething most dentists do as a matter
of course. The dentist who is warmly interested in his patient
without passing judgment on his behavior. who takes individual differences into account, who tries to relieve anxiety

and fear if necessary, and who is willing to listen as well
as to talk will greatly increase communication between
himself and his patients.
We've heen discussing a significant factor of the emotional
atmosphere which directly affects communication between
dentist and patient. What is that factor'?
The dentist's derelopment of good teachPage 1.55
ing techniques
The dentist's recognition of the importance of a good emotional atmosPage 1.57
phere
The dentist's interest in and concern for
Page 1.59
his patients
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YOUR ANSWER: 1 rate emotional atmosphere as
important.
We agree, but we would prefer your thinking of the emotional atmosphere in rye., stronger terms, such as essential,
critical, crucial, or, ;f ou, prefer very important!
If good commit licution depends upon emotional at-

mosphere, then it should certainly be recognized as an
essential part of every teaching-learning situation in the
dental office. Keep in mind that the dentist bas the responsibility for controlling the atmosphere as much as possible,
mainly by developing and showing the right attitudes toward his patients.
Now return to page 159 and choose the correct answer.

-"?

YOUR ANSWER: Dental caries is a bacterial disease of the calcified dental tissues producing typical

lesions that originate in characteristic locations.
The active etiological factor is acid produced by
bacteria on restricted areas, often or long enough
to enable the acid there to disintegrate the mineral
structure.
No, the a%erage patient would probably not understand
the scientific terminology of this explanation. There are at
least three terms (caries, lesions, etiological) that even a
well-educated patient might not understand.
Although the dentist has a deeper knowledge of the process of dental caries, he must be able to simplify his vocabulary when talking with a patient without "talking down"
to him. If he insists on using the "proper" terminology, he
either will miss his patient entirely or will have to spend
twice the time in defining the difficult words for the patient
interested enough to ask questions.
It is easier on both participants in the teaching-learning
situation if the dentist will explain complex dental processes
so the patient can readily comprehend them. In addition,
the communication problem will be greatly aided.
Return to page 167 and choose a simpler explanation.
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YOUR ANSWER: I rate the emotional atmosphere
as critical.
And so do we. An atmosphere conducive to learning helps

the patient to shift his attention from himself to what the
dentist might be trying to teach.
One additional factor which often affects the emotional
atmosphere is the dental office environment itself. Since
the dentist is used to the surroundings and feels quite at
ease in them, he often forgets that his patients may have
entirely different reactions, depending on their previous
dental experiences, of course.

if the patient enters the dental office with feelings of
anxiety about the dental instruments, the X-ray machine,
the possibility of pain, or. the expense involved, he will most

likely become tense, frightened, nervousemotionally upset in general. Through the proper attitude and understanding, the dentist can improve the emotional atmosphere.
We've discussed several factors which contribute directly

to the emotional atmosphere between dentist and patient:
their attitudes toward themselves and others, establishment
of a good patient relationship and a relaxed atmosphere by
the dentist, and the effect of the dental office environment.
What in turn does the emotional atmosphere affect?
The quality of communication between
Page 164
dentist and patient

The attitude of the dentist toward his
patients' fear of dental treatment

Page 166

The feelings of the patient about the
dental office environment

Page 168
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YOUR ANSWER : The emotional atmosphere affects

the quality of communication between dentist and
patient.
Yesdirectly. The less tension there is, the better the
communication is likely to be. And the better the communication, the more teaching and learning that can be
accomplished.

Although atmosphere may well be the most critical
factor affecting communication, the level of vocabulary is
an additional factor of importance. Most pat -nts simply
will not understand dental terminology. Therefore, in order
to help the patient's understanding, the dentist should use
lay terms or at least explain his scientific language.
Here's a good example of how not to explain toothbrushing to a patient:

The brush is placed in the mouth, the bristles
pointing gingivally, flat against the buccal surfaces of the teeth. The brushing is accomplished
by proceeding with a sweeping motion toward the
occlusal edges, the bristles stimulating the gingival

tissues as well as cleaning the buccal and interproximal surfaces of the teeth. This brushing tech-

nique should be followed routinely around the
arch so that finally all the buccal, labial, and
lingual tooth surfaces in the maxilla and mandible
will have been cleaned, and the gingival soft tissues
will have been stimulated.
Please go ahead to page 167.

YOUR ANSWER: I rate emotional atmosphere as
worth consideration.
That it is, but haven't we convinced von that it is more
important than mere consideration might warrant?
After all, if the communication between a dentist and
his patient is so radically affected by an intangible factor
like atmosphere, it should certainly be recognized as an
essential part of every teaching-learning situation in the
dental office.

The dentist who is aware of this and is alert to each pa-

tient as an individual, will find his teaching easier and
wore effective. In turn, his patients will be more likely to
learn something about dental health from him, for they will
sense his concern for them as well as his interest in teaching.

Return to page 159 and select a stronger answer.

YOUR ANSWER: The emotional atmosphere affects

the attitude of the dentist toward his patients'
fears of dental treatment.
Not necessarily. The dentist is likely to be sympathetic

about his patients' fears whether or not the emotional
atmosphere is conducive to good teaching and learning.
The atmosphere of the dental office definitely affects the

educational process. In order to teach, the dentist must
be able to communicate with his patient. And in order to
learn, the patient must sense an interest on the part of the
dentist as well as an atmosphere free from tension. Remember, the emotional atmosphere itself is determined by factors

such as the attitudes of the dentist and patient toward
themselves and each other and the general environment of
the dental office.
Now return to page 163 and choose a better answer.

Which explanation of dental caries below might be best
understood by the average patient?
Dental caries is a bacterial disease of the
calcified dental tissues producing typical

lesions that originate in characteristic
locations. The active etiological factor is

acid produced by bacteria on restricted
areas, often or long enough to enable the

acid there to disintegrate the mineral
Page 162
structure
Dental caries results when food debris
remains on tooth surfaces and produces
bacteria in concentration sufficient to

dissolve the mineral content of tooth
Page 169
enamel
Dental decay results when certain types of
food material lodge around the teeth and
are broken down by bacteria into harmful
Page .171
products which attack the teeth

YOUR ANSWER :The emotional atmosphere affects

the feelings of the patient about the dental office
environment.
It might, but the patient's attitude toward the dental
office is more likely to hate been determined by his previous
dental experiences.

Of course, the patient can sense the atmosphere of the
office. If he comes to an appointment with definite fears
and finds the office atmosphere full of tension, his own
anxiety is likely to increase. This will neither stimulate
good communication between himself' and the dentist nor
inertiase the effectiveness of any teaching or learning that
might occur.
We think You can find a better answer. Return to page

163 and tr again.
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YOUR ANSWER: Dental caries results when food

debris remains on tooth surfaces and produces
bacteria in concentration sufficient to dissolve the
mineral content of tooth enamel.
No, although this is preferable to the extremely scientific
explanation. Nlany patients will still have trouble with

words such as caries. debris, mineral content, and tooth
enamel.

Communication between dentist and patient can be
greatly improved if the dentist will take time to simplify
his explanations of complex dental processes to the point
that most of his patients will readily comprehend. This
may well take some practice, perhaps by the trial and error
process. for the dentist is usually accustomed to thinking in
scientific terms. Some patients will ask if they don't comprehend, but many will think they appear ignorant if they
say they don't understand.

Please return to page 167 and choose the simplest explanation.
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YOUR ANSWER: Visual materials should be regarded as a substitute for teaching.
\o. although too often educators use visual material as
substitutes 14 preparation instead of simply as aids. This is
a dangerous habit for any educator to acquire.
les true that supplementing teaching by the use of pictures, models. specimens, charts, slides, diagrams, and the
like can certainly improve learning and its retention. While
a picture may be worth a thousand words, some explanations are still necessary.

These aids should never he allowed to take over the
teaching, however, particularly in a field such as dentistry
w here careful explanations are essential. The aids lose their
effectiveness if allowed to stand alone; they should be used
in conjunction with other teaching procedures.
Return to page 171 and select the correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: Dental decay results when certain
types of food materials lodge around the teeth and
are broken down by bacteria into harmful products

which attack the teeth.
Right. This explanation is the one most likely to be
understood by the average patient unfamiliar with scientific
terminology.
The dentist who gives scientific explanations in laymen's

language enables his patients to understand the meaning
of dental services and improves communication as well.
It is his responsibility, moreover, to he certain that the
patient comprehends; many patients who don't understand
won't ask questions for fear of appearing ignorant.
In :.orne eases the dentist may not understand the patient's
terminology, especiall if they use regional expressions or
have pronounced accents. Therefore, the dentist should
also make certain "that he comprehends the patients' questions and comments.
Even if the dentist and patient are using about the same
level of vocabulary, there is still chance for misunderstand-

ing. For example, the dentist may say, "You don't brush
your teeth enough," or "You should brush more often.
The patient's comprehension would depend upon his understanding of enough or more often.
What is the relationship of vocabulary to communication?
The more scientific the terminology the

dentist uses the better his counicaPage 172
tion with the patient will be
The closer the dentist and patient are in
terminology, the less chance there is for
Page 171
misunderstanding

The lower the level of vocabulary used by
dentist and patient, the higher the
Page 176
probability of eomprehension
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YOUR ANSWER: The more scientific the termi-

nology the dentist uses, the better his communication with the Patient will be.
No. In fact, just the opposite is true for most patients.
The average patient is not scientifically oriented, particularly in the field of dentistry and will no doubt be unfamiliar
with dental terminology. The dentist who insists on using
this technical vocabulary will find communication lessened
instead of bettered.
We suggested that the dentist has certain responsibilities
as far as vocabulary level is concerned:

I. To use the layman's language in explaining dental
services.

2. To make certain the patient comprehends.

3. To be certain he understands the patient's terminology.

Following these suggestions will help to avoid misunderstandings and thus improve communication between dentist
and patient.
Return to page 171 and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: Visual materials should be re-

garded as a means to insure learning and its retention.
We said visual materials, used with proper and sufficient

explanation, increased the likelihood of learning taking
place and being retained; there was no mention of their
being considered a means in themselves.

It's true that supplementing teaching by use of pictures.
models, specimens, charts, slides, diagrams, and the like
can certainly improve learning and its retention. Yet the
dentist who depends upon visual material as a sure means

to help a patient learn and retain that learning will be
sadly disappointed. Visual aids can add much to the effectiveness of communication only when used in conjunction
with other teaching procedures.
Please return to page 174 and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSIVEIL: The closer the dentist and patient

are in terminology, the less chance there is for
misunderstanding.
Correct. Similarity of vocabulary level should pave the
way for more efficient teaching and learning.

A third factor which contributes to the effectiveness of
communication is the ase of visual aids. Since words alone
are easily misunderstood, visual material can increase the
likelihood of learning taking place and being retained.

There's a great variety of visual material
available for teaching
dental health. Here are
some of the possibilities:

Posters and pictures
Pamphlets and periodicals

Charts and graphs
Diagrams and cartoons

Models and mockups
Slides and filmstrips
Teaching machines
Specimens
Bulletin hoards

Chalk boards

Visual materials such as these. used properly anti at the
right time, can reinforce learning and increase the effectiveness of other teaching techniques.
I low should visual materials be regarded?

is a substitute for teaching

Page 170

As a means to insure learning and its
retention
.1s an aid to teaching
171

Page 173
Page 177

YOUR ANSWER: The improvement in communication benefits treatment procedures.
No, it might improve the patient's ability to follow the
dentist's directions, but it won't affect the dentist's own
technical skill.
Let's review briefly. We listed numerous visual aids which
might he used by the dentist to help him in his explanations.

Then we pointed out that these materials must be regarded

as aids, not to be shown to the patient without careful
explanations. If used properly and discriminately, the
additional visual material will increase the likelihood of
the patient learning more and remembering longer. This. of
course improves communication.
In other words, improving communication through the
use of visual aids will benefit the educational process itself.

And what comprises the educational process? Return to
page 177 and choose the correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: The lower the level of vocabu-

lary used by dentist and patient, the highei the
probability of comprehension.

Not necessarily. We said the vocabulary level should be

as equal as possible, but that doesn't mean it has to be a
low level. Educated patients would not want to converse
on the level suitable to 10-year olds. Yet we should remem-

ber that many persons with a limited vocabulary have
difficulty understanding others using the same simple type
of vocabulary. Each patient must be approached on his own
vocabulary level.
Whatever the level of approach, the dentist should strive
to help his patient understand the explanations of dental
services. In most cases this means simplifying dental ter-

minology and using the layman's language as much as
possible in explanations. In addition, the dentist must be
certain that he and the patient fully understand one another.
Now return to page 171 and choose another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: Visual materials should be regarded as aids to teaching.
Quite true. The aids need to be used in conjunction with
careful explanation.
Educational psychologists maintain that the use of two
or more senses at a time reinforces learning. If a patient

hears the explanation for proper toothbrushing, sees it
demonstrated on a
model, and practices

I
1.1

with a toothbrush in
his own mouth, he is
much more likely to remember what to do and

when to do it than if
the dentist merely ex-

Indiscriminate use of visuals
is nearly as bad as nonuse.

plained the process
verbally.
The indiscriminate

use of visual materials
is

nearly as

bad as

total nonuse. The dentist should attempt to select the best
aid for each situation, making sure the aid is accurate and
authentic in detail so no misunderstanding will arise.

And this improvement in communication, of course,
benefits what?
Treatment procedures

Page 175

Teaching and learning
Explanations and demonstrations

Page 178
Page 180
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YOUR ANSWER: The improvement in eotnmunication benefits teaching and learning.
Right. The total educational process should improve as a
result of increased efficient., and effectiveness in communication.

Let's think again about the factors that affect the communication between a dentist and his patient:
I. Emotional atmosphere: this is affected by
a. The feelings the patient and dentist have about
themselves.
b. The feelings they both have about other persons.

v. The kind of patient relationship established by
the dentist.
d. The dental office environment.
2. The level of vocabulary used by dentist and patient:

a. Dentist has the responsibility to use terms
patients will understand and to make certain
they comprehend his explanations.

b. Patients with pronounced accents or dialects
may have more difficulty in understanding the
dentist and in turn will use terms unfamiliar to
him.

3. Ti ie use of visual aids:

a. Posters, pictures, pamphlets, charts, diagrams,
models, slides. filmstrips, specimens, and mock-

us are some of the available aids for teaching
dental health.
b. These aids, if used properly and wisely, can
reinforce learning and its retention.
Now go on to the next page for a summary and review
of the material we have covered in this program.
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Summary
The dentist helps his patient to learn by providing the
elements necessary for patient participation:
I. Recognition of needs.
2. Statement of needs.
3. Motivation.
4. Recognition of individual differences.
5. Favorable atmosphere.
6. Suitable vocabulary.
7. Visual aids.
_8. Review (reinforcement).
9. Evaluation.
Another way of Iookiiig at the educational process is to

compare it with the actualievice of dentistry. in other
words, the dentist should use comparable steps in teaching
as he does in his practicing dentistry.
?leaching

Practiw of dentistry

(1) 11istor, and examination

(I) Examination and
establishment of good
emotional atmosphere

(2) Diagitosk or dental needs

(2) Diagnosis of educa-

(3) Treatment plan

tional needs
(3) Teaching plan

,

(4) Treatment
(5) Evalitation

(ma-

terials and methods)
(4) Teaching
(5) Evaluation
Please go on to page UM
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YOUR ANSWER: The improvement in communication benefits explanations and demonstrations.
This statement would probably be better turned around

improvement in explanations and demonstrations would
benefit communication.

We said, you'll recall, that the proper use of visual aids
can stimulate motivation, increase patient interest, and
add variety to the dentist's teaching. Thus an explanation
of periodontal disease will certainly be enhanced by good
pictures, charts, diagrams, and models showing the effect
of the disease on teeth, or by a series of slides on the subject. Remember: the use of two or more senses at a time
reinforces learning.

If communication is also improved through the use of
visual materials, isn't the total educational process likely to
benefit? You should have no difilculty in selecting the correct answer now. Return to page 177 and try again.
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Review Test
Here is your first question:
Below are some of the factors we have discussed as ones
influencing the educational process:
Environment
Past experience
Innate characteristics
Interest
Vocabulary
Emotional atmosphere
Visual aids

How many of these factors influence the dentist's effectiveness as a teacher? Choose the best answer.
Page 182
The first three
Page 184
The last four
None of them since they all influence the
Page 186
patient's capacity for learning
.111 of them

Page 191
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YOUR ANSWER: The first three factors influence
the dentist's effectiveness as a teacher.
This is not tae best answer. Let"s examine the list again:
Environment
Past experience
Innate characteristics
Interest
Vocabulary
Emotional atmosphere

-

Visual aids.

Certainly a dentist's own environment, past experience,
aod innate eharaeteristics will play a part in his teaching
effectiveness. But what about his interest in patient education, the level of vocabulary which he uses, the emotional
atmosphere which he helps to create, and the visual aids
which he employes to help him? Won't all of these factors
also influence his effectiveness in teaching?
Please go to page 191.

YOUR ANSWER: The educational process is the
learning of new information skills, attitudes, and
habits.
This is a true statement as far as it goes, but the educational process includes more than learning. The other part
of the process is equally important. Can you remember
what it is?
Remember: the patient is not participating in the educational process alone. The dentist and his patient share in

the process, one as teacher and one as learner. Now you
should have no difficulty in recalling the correct answer.
Please return to page 191 and try again.
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YOUR ANSWER: The last four factors influence
the dentist's effectiveness as a teacher..
This is not the best answer. Let's take another look at the
list:
Environment
Past experience
Innate characteristics
Interest
Vocabulary
Emotional atmosphere
Visual aids

Certainly the dentist's interest in patient education, the
level of vocabulary which he uses, the emotional atmosphere

which he helps to create, and the visual aids which he employs to help him will all play a part in his teaching effectiveness. But what about his own environment, his past
experiences, and his innate characteristics? Won't these
factors also help to make his teaching more or less effective,
just as they influence a patient's learning capacity?
Think it overthen go to page 191.
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YOUR ANSWER: The educational process is the
teaching of new concepts with attention to individual differences, atmosphere, vocabulary, and
visual a ids.
This is a true statement, but it doesn't go far enough.
The educational proceSs includes more than teaching.

The dentist as a teacher does not participate in the educational process alone. His patients play an equally important role as learners. Now you should have no difficulty in
recalling the correct answer.
Please return to page 191 and try again.

YOUR ANSWER: None of the factors influence
the dentist's effectiveness as a teacher since they
all influence the patient's capacity for learning.
Hold on! Either you're guessing or you haven't been
reading carefully during the second part of this program.
_Let's take another look at the list:
Environment
Past experience
Innate eharaefrristics
Interest
Vocabulary
Emotional atmosphere
Visual aids

SurelY. a. you reexamine the factors above von can find
some w hich contribute to effective teaching. What about
aid? We said that properly used visual material can
reinforce learning: therefore it must also make teaching
more effective. And what about vocabulary level? Isn't it

important for the ni.ntist to use terminology which his
patient- can understa a? This also makes for more effective
teaching.

doubt recognize other factors now which influence
a dentist's teaching.
Please go to page 191,

YOUR ANSWER: The educational process is the

combination of the process of teaching and the
process of learning.
es, the two processes are so closel associated that they
are often referred to as the teaching-learning process.
Below are eight statements about communication bet wee,:
a dentist anti his patients. Head them carefully and decide
how many of them are true. Then choose the correct Series
of numbers.

1. Communication is affected

the emotional at

mosphere.

2. Persons tend to communieate well whatever the
atmosphere.
3. The dentist who shows a warm interest in his patients
can increase the effectiveness of communication.
4. A denti,,,;:pui.v.illingness to listen to his patients has
little t, do with rite process of communication.
5. 'reaching techniques are more significant to communication than - mpathetie concern for the patient.

.

The dental office environment can have an adverse

effect on communication.
The dentist should use scientific terminology to improve
communication about dental services.
8. 1 isual aids help to make communication effective
and efficient.
Stutements 1. 3. 6. mu! 8 are true
Statements 2. 3. 5. 7. am! 8 are true
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Page 190

true

Page 192

Statements 2, 1, 5. am! 7 are true

Page 191

Statements I. 1.

6. 141!.8 are

Page
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YOUR ANSWER: Statements 1, 3, 6, and 8 are true.
Correct. Communication is affected by the emotional
atmosphere, the dentist who shows a warm interest in his
patients can increase the effectiveness of communication,

the dental office environment can have an adverse effect on
communication, and visual aids help to make communication effective and efficient.
Also, the emotional atmosphere may be detrimental to
communication, communication involves listening as well
as talking, the best teaching methods will be of little help

to the dentist who shows no concern for his patients, and
the use of scientific terminology can impair communication
rather than improve it.
Please go to the next page.
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Read the paragraph below carefully; then answer the question.

Dr. Frank is discussing the results of Mr. Grinston's
recent full-month X-rays with him. After Dr. Frank has
pointed out the need for certain restorations, Mr. Grinston
inquires about possible methods for reducing the likelihood

of further dental decay. Ile ask such questions as the
following:

hat about electric toothbrushes?
Will chewing gum cause cavities?
What kind of toothpaste is best?
Dr. Frank notes that Grinston is interested and well motivated toward learning, so he selects several adult pamphlets
for Grinston to read while waiting for the anesthetic to take

effect. In addition, he suggests that Grinston follow the
rules on a posted chart for proper brushing in order to
achieve a clean mouth and better oral health in general.
What has Dr. Frank forgotten?

That motivation is necessary to learning

Page 193

That visual aids should be accompanied
by oral explanation

Page 195

That short-range goals are more meaningful to patients than long-range goals. Page 197

That individual differences determine a
Page 199
patient's learning capacity
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YOUR ANSWER: Statements 2, 3, 5, 7, and 8 are.
true.
This is not the correct ans..,er.
l(k at those five
statements once more:

2. Persons tend to cot 'inimical(' well whatever the atmosphere. False.

An atmosphere full of fear, anxiet,, or tension can be
quite detrimental to communication, you'll recall.
3. The dentist who shows a warm interest in his patients
can increase the effectiveness of communication. True.
5. Teaching techniques are more significant to communication than smpathetic concern for the patient. False.
The best teaching methods will be of little help to the

dentist who evinces no concern for his patients, for
communication between them will likely be stifled;
few persons like an unsmpathetic doctor.
7. The dentist should use scientific terminology to improve communication about dental services. hilse.
The more scientific the explanations, the less understanding the patient is likely to have.
8. Visual aids help to make communication effective and
efficient. True.
Please return to page 187 and select the correct answer.

YOUR ANSWER: All of the factors influence the
dentist's effectiveness as a teacher.
Right. In addition, the seven factors we listed may
influence a patient's capacit for learning and the effectiveness of communication between a dentist and his patient.
In short, the factors influence the educational process in
general.

And what leads us to the next question:
What is the educational process?
The burning of nett. information, skills,
Page 183
attitudes, and habits
The teaching (#' new concepts frith attention to individual differences, atmosPage 183
phere, vocabulary, and visual aids..
The combination of the process of teachPage 187
ing and the process of learning..
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YOUR ANSWER: Statements 1, 4, 6, and 8 are true.
This is not the correct answer. Let's look at those four
statements again.
1. Communication is affected by the emotional atmosphere. True

4. A d'entist's willingness to listen to his patients has
little to do with the process of communication. False.
Communication involves listening as well as talking!

6. The dental office environment can have an adverse
effect on communication. True.

8. Visual aids help to make communication effective and
efficient. True.

Please return to page 187 and select the correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: Dr. Frank has forgotten that
motivation is necessary to learning.
Dr. Frank recognized, you'll recall, that Mr. Grinston
seemed interested and well motivated toward learning. The

kind of questions Grinston asked indicated this interest.
Therefore, Dr. Frank didn't have to provide further moti.
vation to arouse Grinston's interest. Dr. Frank was in the
happy situation of living a patient concerned about good
dental health.
Please return to page 189 and answer the question again.
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YOUR ANSWER: Statements 2, 4, 5, and 7 are true.
This is not the correct answer. In fact, all four of the
statements you selected are false. Were you guessing? Let's
look at the statements again:

2. Persons tend to communicate well whatever the atmosphere.

An atmosphere full of fear. anxiety. or tension can he
quite detrimental to communication. you'll recall.

4. A dentist's willingness to listen to his patients has
little to do with the process of communication.
Communication involves listening as well as talking!

5. Teaching techniques are more significant to communication than smpathetie concern for the patient.
The best teaching methods will be of little help to the
dentist who evinces no concern for his patients, for
communieation between them will likely be stifled.

The dentist should

use scientific

terminology to

improve communication about dental services.
The more scientific the explanations, the less understanding the patient is likely to have.

Please return to page 187 and select the correct answer.

YOUR ANSWER: Dr. Frank has forgotten that
visual aids should be accompanied by oral explanation.
Yes. This is the best answer. Dr. Frank handed the
pamphlets to Grinston without answering his questions
orally. In addition, he merely pointed out the chart on
proper brushing with no demonstration or explanation.
Now, here is 'our last question:
When should evaluation be used in the educational
iwoeess?

Choose the best answer below.

.It the end of a teaching-learning experience to determine what .the patient
has learned and how well the dentist has

tagh t

Page 196

Before setting goals to determine their
effectiveness in motivation and after the
Page 198
goals hare actually been achieved
11 'ith each step of the educational process

to determine learning, teaching effectiveness. and general progress toward
goals

Page 200
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YOUR ANSWER: Evaluation should be used in the

educational process at the end of a teachinglearning experience to determine what the patient
has learned and how well the dentist has taught.

This is fine as far as it goes, for evaluation certainly should
he used at this point. However, there are other times when
evaluation is necessary. Doesn't the dentist need to evaluate

ways of motivating his patients and types of visual aids
to use? Shouldn't the dentist and patient together evaluate
the kind of goals to set? You can no doubt think of other
points in the educational process when evaluation is essential
to effective teaching and learning.

Please return to page 195 and select the correct answer.

YOUR ANSWER: Dr. Frank has forgotten that
short-range goals are more meaningful to patients
than long-range goals.
Not really. Dr. Frank and Mr. Grinston didn't actually
set any goals. The only thing that Dr. Frank mentioned
which /w might have regarded as a goal was that proper
brushing would help Grinston achieve a clean mouth and
better oral health in general. However, since Grinston is
obviously interested in reducing further dental decay, this
goal would be quite meaningful to him, even though it is a
rather long-range one.

Please return to page 189 and answer the quession again.

YOUR ANSWER: Evaluation should be used in the

educational process before setting goals to determine the effectiveness in motivation and after the
goals have been achieved.
logree that evaluation is certainly" appropriate at
these two points. The patient. of course, will not he determining the effectiveness of the goals in motivation hut
the dentist might. However. there are other times when
evaluation is necessar . For example, shouldn't the dentist
stop to evaluate Ids own teaching methods, including the
kinds of visual aids he ma he using and the wins he might
motivate his patients?
can no ihmlit think of other points in the educational
process when e%alnation is essential to effective teaching
and learning.

Please return to page 195 and select the eorreet answer.
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YOUR ANSWER: Dr. Frank has forgotten that
individual differences determine a patient's learning capacity.
It is certainly true that individual differences can de-

termine what and how well a pi4son will learn, but there
was nothing in the paragraph to indicate that Dr. Frank
forgot about individual differences. You'll recall that he

selected pamphlets ivritten for adults on the particular
topics in which Grinston was interested, an indication of
sonic awareness of individual differences.

Please return to page 189 and answer the question again.
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YOUR ANSWER: Evaluation should be used with
each step of the educational process to determine
learning, teaching effectiveness, and general progress toward goals.
This is correct. Continuous evauation, from the recognition of needs to the completion of a specific learning experience, is most important to effective teaching and learning.

Congratulations on your successful completion
of this program. In your own efforts as a
teacher. we hope you will find many opportunities
to apply the principles we have been discussing.
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